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ABSTRACT
This report represents part of an investigation

coordinated by a special Steering Committee working under the
auspices of the National Council for the Social Studies. The purpose
of Task 2 was to review independently the National 11 lessment of
Educational Progress Social Studies and Citizenship exercises as to
the extent to which confidence could be placed in them. The major
criterion for this confidence was the degree to which the test
exercises have content validity or the degree to which the exercises
are a direct measure of the objectives developed for the assessment.
Secondary criteria included whether the exercises could be utilized
as models by teachers in developing their own evaluation instruments,
cognitive and affective levels, age appropriateness, and
appropriateness of the situation in which the exercises were
administered. The results indicated that of the 194 exercises
prepared for social studies, 85 percent (164) were considered valid.
The majority of exercises were of proper age and difficulty level,
although a few were too difficult for 9-year-olds and too easy for

upper age levels. Of the 152 exercises prepared for citizenship, 93
or 61 percent were considered valid. Only 55 percent of the exercises
could be utilized as models by teachers while most valid exercises
were of proper age and difficulty level. As a whole the citizenship
exercises did not measure up as well as the social studies exercises.
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VALIDITY OF SOCIAL STUDIES AND CITIZENSHIP EXERCISES

TASK II

Introduction

The major thrust of this project commissioned by the National Council

for the Social Studies was to analyze the National Assessment of Educational

Progress activities with regard to the development, preparation, and adnin-

istration of exercises in citizenship and social studies. Great attention

has been on national assessment, and both educators and members of the lay

public are interested in obtaining information that will enable them to

mike judgments regarding the successes and contributions of National assess-

ment.

The prime purpose of Task II was to focus specifically on the exercises

developed by the Educational Commission of the States in order to determine

the content validity of these exercises. Valid exercises are certainly

necessary but not sufficient in procuring data as to the "state of affairs"

regarding Americans' levels of understanding and functioning in the areas of

social studies and citizenship.

Content validity is the most crucial criterion of any test exercise,

for it appraises whether the exercise assesses what it is assumed to be

measuring. Content validity centers on the representativeness or sampling ads-

qua of the content of the items. Those concerned with determing the content

validity of test items or exercises generate the question las the substance or

content of the item depiotive of the content or the universe of content
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being measuredw(Kerlinger, 1968, p. 446). In the case of the NAEP exer-

cises, the question is RAre these exercises representative of the objectives

as developed by the Education emission of the States ?" Specifically, are

the exercises doing what they are purported to do in relation to the objec-

tives?

The determining of content validity rests on the judgment of individuals.

Specifically, the concept of content validity is based on the assumption

that there is a theoretical universe of items that could be developed to

test the defined content. It is impossible to randomly select items from

this universe, for the universe is only a theoretical concept. Therefore,

one must be satisfied with determining the representativeness of the items.

The question now becomes, I. this exercise representative of the universe

of items relating to a specific objective or area ?"

Since content validity relates to the question of whether some item is

a direct measure of some important bit of knowledge, skill or attitude in

a subject area (Finley and Hardie, 1970, p. 15), the task of determining

whether exercises meet this criterion is difficult. When one is relying

on the judgment of persons to determine whether exercises meet this cri-

terion, one Always runs the risk that judges will disagree or agree but

be off-base. Ewsver, the incidence of non-agreement was reduced by se-

lecting individuals possessing expertise in social studies education and

citisenship education and also having knowledge of questions, question forma-

tion, and questioning strategies.

To facilitate the task the Education Commission of the States provided

the judges with detailed lists of objectives against which to consider the

exercises.
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In addition to determining the content validity of the exercises, the

NP offices were interested in determining if the exercises as developed

could be utilised as models by teachers in developing their own evaluation

instruments. Were these exercises suitable test exemplars in addition to

being valid? Part of this concern involved the feasibility and workability

of the exercises. It is possible for an exercise to possess content valid-

ity, but be a poor example for classroom use, either because of its being

too easy or too difficult, or not possessing sufficient challenge for indi-

viduals, or not being feasible to administer with regard to the context of

the regular classroom.

Agiin, the appropriateness of the exercises for teacher use rested upon

the judgments of the major investigator and the individuals on the panel

which reacted to the exercises.

Other Interests

When one commences judging test exercises, one also begins to search

for other aspects such as the cognitive and affective levels, the age ap-

propriateness of the exercises, and the context validity or the appropriate-

tees of the situation in which the exercises were administered. But, the

reader needs to be cognisant that these concerns were subsidiary. Hope-

fully, discussion of these additional concerns will provide readers of the

report with a more total understanding of the exercises as used for assessing

social studies and citizenships knowledge, attitudes, and skills.
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For determining the content validity, NAEP provided the judges with

detailed listing of the objectives for both social studies and citizenship.

To enable the reader to interpret more completely the report and to

formulate independent judgments as to value of the overall thrust of assess-

ment in this area, the objectives for both of these areas are included in

this report. The objectives have been drawn from published documents of

the Education Commission of the States and are stated verbatim. Detailed

sub-sections and explanations of the objectives have been deleted to prevent

unnecessary length of this report and duplication of documents already in

existence.

Social Studies Objectives*

Social studies is that area of the school curriculum that
seeks to connunicate about man in society. It is a shorthand
term for such subjects as history, geography, economics, po-
litical sciences, anthropology, sociology, and social psychology.
In some instances, social studies stands for an integration or
combination of two or more of these subjects, with or without
an emphasis on contemporary problems. But more often in grades
5 through 12, social studies tends to be simply a history,
geography, government, or econondas course with materials
adapted to the appropriate grade level.

amsbrommomilweill010111WAININS

*National Assessment of Educational Pro ss (Education Commission of
the States, Denver, 9 pp.
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I. Have Curiosity About Human Affairs

A. Raise questions and seek answers.

B. Are open to new information and ideas.

C. Try to understand why other people think and act as they do.

II. Use Analytic4cientific Procedures Effectively

A. Identify and define problems and issues.

B. Formulate generalizations and hypotheses capable of being
tested.

C. Obtain information from a variety of sources.

D. Distinguish 1AL_Lfrom opinions, relevant from irrelevant
infornation,-iiiiible from unreliable sources.

E. Detect logical errors, unstated assumptions and unwarranted
assertions; question unsupported generalizations; are aware
of the complex nature of social causation, and understand
that sequence or relationship does not necessarily imply
causation.

F. Use data and evaluative criteria to make decisions.

Are Sensitive to Creative Intuitive Methods of Explaining
the Human Condition

A. Read history, philosophy, and fiction.

B. Obtain insight into human affairs from history and philosophy,
and from fiction and other forme of art.

C. Recognize the role of creative-intuitive methods in
scientific inquiry.

D. Distinguish personalized explanations of human affairs from
scientific-objective explanations.
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IV. Have Knowledge Relevant to the Major Ideas and Concerns of
Social Scientists

A. Understand some of the distinctive modes of inquiry (ques-
tions and approaches) of social scientists.

B. Understand some of the major relationships involving culture,
the group, and the self.

C. Understand some of the major characteristics of economic
systems, especially the American economic system.

D. Understand some of the major characteristics of the geog-
raphic (spatial) distribution of man and his activities,
and of man's interaction with the physical environment.

E. Understand some of the major historical developments.

F. Understand some of the characteristics of the major systems
of government, particularly the political system of the
United States.

V. Have a Reasoned Commitment to the Values that Sustain a
Free Society

A. Believe in the fundamental worth of the individual and can
justify their belief.

B. Believe in the freedoms of the First Amendment and can
justify their belief.

C. Believe in the rule of law and can justify their belief.

D. Believu in open opportunity for advancement and can
justify their belief.

B. Are willing to act for the general interest.

F. Are willing to participate in decision making relevant to
their lives.

Under each objective are detailed descriptions of knowledge and/or

behaviors that should be possessed or evidenced by individuals at various
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age levels. Some of these objectives had lengthy discussions of sub-under-

standings or sub-behaviors. In determining the content validity for each

item, the judges scrutinized these descriptions under the major objectives.

Citizenship Objectives

The Education Commission of the States did not create a precise defi-

nition of citizenship; however, their interpretations of citizenship are

evident through the stated objectives, It should be indicated that some

areas commonly considered to be related to citizenship, e.g. knowledge of

ways of life in other cultures, were not included under citizenship, but

rather were incorporated in the social studies area. Often in social

studies education, citizenship and social studies objectives are melded,

but the Commission did divide them.

Another point for the reader's consideration is that the RAW personnel

instructed the investigator to consider both the citizenship objectives

and also the major citizenship goals as developed for an early report

(NAEP, 1970)0

Therefore, both the goals and the objectives are included at this

juncture of the report. It is evident that the goals and objectives are

extremely similar.

Citisemr

*National sessment of Educational ProssiaanstlpitizenshAnt
National Results Moat on Commission of the States, Denver, 1970).
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I. Show Concern for the Welfare and Dignity of Others.

A. Treat all individuals with respect

B. Consider the consequences for others of their own actions.

C. Guard safety and health of others.

D. Help other individuals voluntarily.

E, Are loyal to country, to friends, and to other groups whose
values they share.

F. Understand and oppose unequal opportunity in the areas of
education, housing, employment, and recreation.

G. Seek to improve the welfare of groups of people less fortunate
than they.

II. Support Rights and Freedoms of All Individuals.

A. Understand the value of constitutional rights and freedoms.

B. Recognize instances of the proper exercise or denia: of
constitutional rights and liberties, including due process
of law.

C. Defend rights and liberties of all kinds of people uniformly.

III. Help Maintain Law and Order

A. Understand the need for law and order.

B. Are conscious of right and wrong behavior.

C. Comply with public law and school rules.

D. Help authorities in specific eases.

B. Protest unjust rules openly

F. Inform themselves about the law.
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IV. Know the Main Structure and Functions of our Governments

A. Recognize the purposes of government.

R. Recognize the main functions and relations of governIntal
bodies.

o'

C. Recognize the importance of political opposipon and diverse
interest groups.

D. Recognize that democracy clpends on tb4, alertness and involve-
ment of its citizens, and ;mow how ctEizens can affect govern..
went.

Z. Recognise the structure and ppeAtion of political parties.

F. Know structure of seAcol and; itudent goverment,

V. Seek Communi ek4nt Through Active, Democratic Parti-
cipation.

A. Believe0that e oh person's civic behavior is important, and
ewe. this t lief to others.

B. kisogni2 portant civic problems and favor trying to solve
Inem.

Acti4 work for community improvement.

Turticipate in local, state and national governmental processes.

Rh Apply democratic procedures on a practical level when working
in a group.

F. Display fairness and good sportsmanship toward others.

nr,

9

VI. Understand Problems of international Relations

A. Are are of the problems of international conflict and dangers
to national security.

B. Seek world peace and freedom for all peoples.

-.---...-----......+
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VII, Support Rationality in Communication, Thought and Action
on Social Problems.

A. Try to inform themselves on socially important matters and
to understand alternative viewpoints.

B. Evaluate communications critically and form their own
opinions independently.

C. Weigh alternatives and consequences carefully, then make
decisions and carry them out without undue delay.

D. See relations among social problems and have good ideas
for solutions.

E. Support free communication and com municate honestly mith
others.

F. Understand the role of education in developing good citizens.

VIII. Take Responsibility for Own Personal Development and
Obligations.

A. Further their own self-improvement and education.

B. Plan ahead for major life changes.

C. Are conscientious, dependable, self-disciplined, and value
excellence and initiative.

Do Soonomically support self and dependents.

IX. Help and Respect Their Own Families (Ages 9, 13, 17)

A. Respect the reasonable authority of their parents or guardians,
and help with home duties and problems.

B. Kelp younger brothers and sisters to develop good citizens.

C. Discuss social matters with their families and respect the
views of all family members.
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IX. Nurture the Development of Their Children as Future Citizens
(Adults)

A. Provide for the basic needs and health of their children.

B. Encourage cooperative, ethical relations to authority and
to other individuals.

C. Develop in their children a broadening awareness, independence,
and rationality.

Cit .122..oals

A. Show concern for the well-being of others.

B. Support rights and freedoms of all individuals.

C. Recognize the value of just law.

D. Know the main structure and functions of government.

E. Participate in effective civic action.

P. Understand problems international relations.

G. Approach civic decisions rationally.

H. 'rake responsibility for own development.

I. Help and respect their own families.

Each of these goals VAS described in some detail which provided the

judges with additional information for determining the exercises' content

validity.

dleadarioliriimiliviNIMIN4rim010101104111.0

*fiat ionia Assessment._...elL,_...ucat Pro zees Re ort 2. PP. vii
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The ja cific Nature of the Task

General Background Discussion

As previously indicated, the Task II investigator was to review inde-

pendently the NABP social studies and citizenship exercises in order to in-

form NABP, school personnel, and the general public as to the extent to

which they can place confidence in the exercises. For purposes of orienba.

tion, it may be productive to discuss briefly the exercises in both social

studies and citizenship.

First, the term *exercises* is used to distinguish these test items from

test items appearing in standardized tests. The writing of these exer-

cises was sub- contracted to private measurement agencies, who developed

exercises relating to tho objectives in ten subject areas. These exercises

were to receive two reviews: by lay people who would ascertain that no

exercise was potentially offensive to any large group of people and by *xi-

ports in each subject field who responded via mail as to whether they

thought each exercise did assess the educational objective for which it was

written. After these two reviews were completed and indicated revisions

carried out, exercises with different formats were tested out for ease of

administration.

It is not the purpose of Task II to provide a history of the develop-

ment of these exercises, and those individuals desiring more depth of treat-

ment regarding this aspect can read other sections of the overall NO SS

report or refer to NANP's booklet, The National Assessment Approach to

korai'. Development.
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Originally nine exercise formats were considered (Finley and Herdic,

1970). However, NAME' decided in the first assessment to use only four

formates 1) completion, 2) writing, 3) multiple- choice, and 4) combina-

tion. Examples of each of these are presented below.

Completion (Finley and Berdie, 1970, p. 20)1

This type of exorcise requires the student to fill in
batk(s) or to provide a short answer following some stimulus
or to arrange alternatives in correct locations.

What are the capitol cities of the following states?
New Hampshire
Oregon
Texas
Georgia

Writing (Finley and Berdie, 1970, pp. 20.21)s

The response to this type requires the student to write a
eentence(s) or paragraph(s) or list responses.

Write a set of directions explaining how to get, by car or
on foot, to some famous local landmark from the airport,
railroad station, bus station or turnpike (freeway) exit
closest to where you live.

Write your directions carefully and clearly, as if you were
going to give them to a friend who is not very familiar
with your area.

ftltiple-choice (Finley and Berdie, 1970, p. 23)1

The correct response is selected from two or more
alternatives.
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Directions: Mark only one answer.

John counted his breathing rate several times during two
days. His record is shown beim

Breathing Rates
Time of Day

He Noo Ni ht
day 19 1 14

Wednesday 20 16 13

Whom was John's breathing rate highest?

Tuesday in the morning
Tuesday at noon
Tuesday at night
Wednesday in the morning
Wednesday at night

Combination (Finley and Herd* 1970, p. 24)*

The combination fora is a multiplechoice exercise followed
either by completion or writing.

Directions: Nark your answer to the first question. If
you marked oyes* answer the second question briefly.

Have you ever been in the city where your state capitol
is located?

INIMMININO

1011111111,0

Yes
No

(If yes) What one thing that you saw in that city do you
remember most?

wilkiesCoires

Ionises were designed for four ages: 9, 13, 17 and Adult. However,

many of the exercises reviewed were appropriate for more than one age group.
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These exercises generally overlapped between two adjacent age groups, but

there were exercises where the overlap was over three and even four age

groups. In some instances, some exercises overlapped between two non-adja-

cent age groups, e.g. 13 year olds and adults.

Administration of the ftorcises

Another aspect of the exercises taken into account was the manner of

administration. Exercises were given either to individuals or to groups.

For the individually administered exercises, examiners interviewed students,

working with a small microphone placed inconspicuously between the examiner

and the child. The interviewers informed individuals that what they had to

say was important evidence. The tape provided information so that the ad-

ministrator did not have to write all the conversation.

Group administered exorcises were assembled in packages to be taken by

individuals. In most cases, the administration procedures as well as the

exercises in the actual assessment packages were on tape.

Procedure for Processing the Exercises

The investigator and three panel members processed the exercises to

estimate whether they measured the objectives intended and to record descrip-

tor information on each exercise dealing with age group, format, manner

administered and the like.

The investigator's initial step was to develop a format sheet for

recording pertinent data. This sheet, which is found below, allowed for the
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FORMAT FOR RECORDING EXERCISE DATA

Subject areas

Ites:

Ites formats

Individual or group administered:

Age:

Objectives

Cognitive/affective levels:

Content validity:

Context validity*

Model for teacher:

Age appropriateness:

Other:
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recording of subject area, the specified exercise, the exercise's format,

how administered, the age of persons dealing with the exercise, the objec-

tive to which this exercise was geared, and judgment regarding content

validity. The data sheet also enabled the recording of the cognitive and

affective levels, the context validity of the exercise, the exercise's

model qualities for teacher use, and finally the exercise's appropriate-

ness for the intended ages. As can be discerned, part of the information on

the sheet simply described a particular exercise, while the remainder of the

sheet dealt with the dimensions of the exercise judged by the investigator

and three panel members. Each member used this format in reacting inde-

pendently to exercises.

The sequential instructions followed for processing both the social

studies and citizenship exercises were identical:

1. Read each exercise and record descriptor information,

2. Make judgments as to whether the exercise had content validity,

context validity, exemplary qualities for teacher use, and age

appropriateness,

3. Read appended responses to each exorcise if present,

10 As a safeguard against misjudgment reconsider the content

validity question with regard to how individuals actually

responded.

These steps were adhered to by the major investigator and also by
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three judges* invited to participate in determining the exercises' con-

tent validity. After responding independently to all exercises, the judges

met as a group with the major investigator to discuss their valuations

regarding the content validity and the exercise's exemplarity qualities.

Other information relating to context validity, cognitive/affective lev-

els, and age appropriateness also were considered,

The investigators and the three judges discussed at length any

exercise where there was some disagreement as to content validity.

Reasons for the diffeing interpretations were contemplated. After such

discourse, the content validity was reconsidered for the exercise in ques-

tion. The investigator put aside for reconsideration and more detailed

analysis those exercises where consensus could not be achieved. Later,

the major investigator made a second judgment regarding these exercises'

content validity. Where there was some disagreement regarding some other

aspect of the exercise such as the affective level, the major investigator

did not deem a careful reconsideration necessary; in such instances he

used his own interpretation. This tack was taken because these other

concerns were not the major concerns of Task II.

46. Threes, L. Gieger, Instructional Specialist, Portland Public Schools,
Portland, Oregon; Mr. Arthur E. Ware, Social Studies Coordinator, Bellevue
Public Schools, Bellevue, Washington, Mr. Jack S. Thompson, Social Studies
Coordinator/Specialist, Renton School District, Renton, Washington.
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After the sharing of perceptions by the major investigator and the

other judges, information was then organized in tables to indicate the

basic information. Tables then were organized according to the major ob-

jective concerned. For instance, there would be a table for recording all

pertinent data relating to objective IA, while all data relating to exer.

cities concerned 4th Objective IIB would be recorded on another table.

ftercises were divided by NAME' into both social studies, released, and

unreleased and citizenship, released and unreleased. To prevent any mix-up,

the exercises were processed in these divisions; for example, all judges

processed social studies exercises released as a group, then judges considered

all social studies objectives unreleased. The procedure was repeated for

the citizenship objectives. Judges gave careful attention to indicating

on the data sheets the area and status of each exercise.

Some of the released exercises in both social studies and citizenship

are present in appendices. However, unreleased items cannot be identified

at this time as these exercises will be administered at some time in the

future.

The three persons who served as co-judges on the content validity of
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the exercises were well qualified to make such judgments. All three indi-

viduals hold positions of leadership in the social studies curriculum area.

Two individuals are currently district social studies coordinators and have

had a great deal of experience in curriculum development and program as-

sessment. One judge this past year has been on leave from her staff posi-

tion to engage in doctoral study.

Resumes of each of these individuals art found in the appendix of this

report. Suffice to say that these people are knowledgeable of the area of

social studies, of curriculum in general, and have expertise in marking

with questions.

Perhaps at this juncture same information is necessary on the major

investigator for Task XI. Detail is provided in a resume in the appendix.

However, this investigator has worked in the areas of social studies and

general curriculum for the last seven years. For the last ten years, he

has been concerned with the area of questions, the effects of questions on

childrents thinking and achievement in social studies. He has conducted

research on questions and has written numerous articles dealing with ques-

tions. He has authored a book dealing with questions and has consulted

with school districts across the nation conducting workshops on questions.

He also has developed questions for Educational Testing Service.

One might find this reporting of credentials somewhat unusual in a report,

but since content validity is couched essentially in the judgment of an in-

dividual, one does need some data on that individual to determine if he has
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the necessary expertise and depth of understanding to make such judgments as

to the represeeltmmitenses or sampling adequacy of the *remises in social

studies and citizenship.

The Results

Results are reported in four divisions: results for released social

studies exercises, for unreleased social studies exercises, for released

citizenship exercises, and for unreleased citizenship exercises. The reader

should be mindful that the central thrust of the Task II investigation was

to determine the content validity and the exemplary qualities of these

exercises, but other dimensions of the exercises were considered and are

included in the following tables.

The data are reported for each objective. General summaries of all

the social studies and citizenship exercises, released and unreleased, are

present in the discussion section.

Social Studies Exercises, Released

Objective I. Have Curiosity About Human Affairs:

The first sub.division of objective one, I,A is specifically concerned

with whether individuals raise questions and seek answers. Table 1 for

social studies released reports the data relating to this objective. As

can be observed there were six exercises designed to test this objective.
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Table 1 (Exercise Area S$11t )

Objective:

1

---------------

A

Tot l #
items

Item Format Administered ARe Levels Co: Level
Com . Wri. Ml. Ch. Comb. Ind. Group. 9

3

13

3

17

2

Ad

2

K

2

C

3

A An S

6 1 5 6

Aff. Level # Valid ') Not Vallgz_, #404# Con., Val.. A:e A..
Re Rs Va Or Ch

3 2 5
...,_.......___.......-...

1 6 6 6
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Panel members judged five exercises to have content validity and one as

not valid. However, members considered all exercises to be good examples

for teacher use and to have context validity and appropriateness for the

ages indicated. One me wonder how an exercise considered not valid can

have context validity or be exemplary. In many cases, exercises were

judged to lack content validity with regard to the objective indicated,

but were still considered good exercises for another objective. Therefore,

a teacher could utilize the exercise or a similar one if she selected that

objective. Also, the context validity referred to the type of situation

in which the exercise was administered as well as the type of situation

implied by the exercise to which the individual had to relate. Oftentimes,

items were not valid regarding the objective but were valid regarding the

situation implied or specified, given another objective.

The cognitive levels used were drawn from Benjamin Bloom, ed., 2sTamaGE

of Educational 1 b ectives, Handbook It Cognitive Domain, New York: David
Mc Co., 19 while the affective levels were drawn from David Krathwohl,
ed., T no ,of Edu timal Ob 'dives Handbook /11 Affective Domain,
New 0 $ a , 1
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The cognitive and affective levels were attended to when panel members

and the investigator could make a judgment. Oftentimes, items had no

clearly discernable affective component.

Upon analysis of the table, one can note that the numbers for age level

and cognitive level do not always equal, and sometimes exceed the total

number of items. This is due to the fact that many exercises were appropri-

ate for more than one age and that oftentimes, no judgment was deemed

possible regarding the cognitive and affective levels.

The second sub division of objective one, I, B, relates to whether

individuals are open to new information and ideas. Table 2 (Social Studies

Released) presents these data.

Table2 (Exercise Area VA)

41....P.S.....+.Objective;

I B

Total #
Items

Item Format Administered ke Levels Co;. Level
Comp. Wri' 1.11,Ch. om . Ind. Grou. 9 13 17 Ad. VC A1An S E

1 / 1 1

Aff. Level # Valid # Not Valid # Exem. # Con. Val. :e A.
Re Rs Vs Or Ch

..MOOMMIM.1010.1~a*OIMI..1.1.M

Only one exorcise measured this objective and this item was judged not valid.

Ise the third sub- division of objective I relates to whether individuals

*try to understand why other people think and act as they do.m Table 3

(88k) reports these data
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Table 3 (Exercise Area SSK )
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-____-....-....-...................-------
Objective:

I C

Total #
items

Item Format Administered Abe Levels CoRt Level
Comp. Wri. Ml.Ch. Comb. Ind. Group. 9 13 17 Ad K C A An S A_

2 1 1 2 1 1 1 Z
_................_______

Aff. Level # Valid i Not Valid
N

......____
# Exem. # Con. Val.,

....................4

Age App.
Re Rs Va Or Ch

...

Z 2 i
d V 2

As can be discerned, two items, both valid, existed for this sub-objective.

The investigator and panel also deemed these exercises to be exemplary and

to have context validity and to be appropriate for the age levels indicated.

Objective II. Use Analytic - Scientific Pr.;ledures Effectively:

This objective had six:sub-divisions, the first dealing with whether

individuals "identify and define problems and issues'. (II A). Data relating

to this sub-objective are indicated in Table 4 (MR).

Table 4 (Exercise Area S!Ak)

Objective:

n A

Total II

Items
Item Format Administered e Levels Co:. Level

om.. Wri' Kt Ch. Comb. Ind. Group 9 13 17 ACENRIMPIEngl

4 1 3 2 Z 1 2 2 2.

Aff. evel # Valid # Not Valid # Exemd# Con. Val. .

Re Rs Va ormimmumumwm
3 MR 3
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Review of the table remit' four exercises designed to measure this objec-

tive with three being judged valid. However, the investigator and panel

judged only two to be of exemplary quality.

"Formulate generalizations and hypotheses capable of being tested" is

the second subdivision, II B. There were no exercises released to measure

this objective. The next sub-objective measured was II C, relating to

whether individuals "obtain information from a variety of sources." Table

5 presents these data.

Table 5 (Exercise Area SSR )

Objective:

11 c
---------------.---Total #

items
Item Format Administered A e Levels Co LevelComp. Wri. M1. Ch.

5

Comb. Ind. Group. 9

3

1

9
17

7
Ad

e0

K

5

C
2

A

3

An S

11

A.

13 4 4 6 1
.................____ ______

Aff. Level I/ Valid p Not Valist # Elm. # Con. Val, Age App.Re Rs Va Or Ch .

P................0"

1

,................................M

12 1
11 11 12

There were thirteen items measuring this objective, twelve of which the

judges determined to possess content validity. However, only eleven items

qualified as exemplary. It is interesting to note that in these exercises,

almost all levels of the cognitive domain were represented.

Table 6 (SW deals with information relating to the fourth sub-division

of objective Il. Specifically this objective, II D, relates to measuring

whether individuals "distinguish facts from opinions, relevant from irrelevant
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Table ep (Exercise Area SSR )
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Objective:

ii D

Total #
Items

Item Format AdmirOatered Age Levels Co . level
Comp. Wri:MR.Ch. Comb. Ind. 'Grou 9 13 17 Ad. WC A An S E

5 5 5 5 3 2 2 1 2
ti

2
41*

Aff. Level # Valid # Not Valid # Exem2121141ala111LARE4
Re Rs'Va Oi-liCh

3 2 4. 4 5

information, and reliable from unreliable sources." Five exercises were

doeigned for this objective; however only three were judged valid and four

exemplary.

The next sub - objective of objective II deals with whether individuals

mdetect logical errors, unstated assumptions, and unwarranted assertions;

question unsupported generalizations; are aware of the complex nature of

social causation and understand that sequence or relationship does not

necessarily imply causation. Table 7 reports these data for objective II E.

Table 1 (Exercise Area 55R O

Objective:

II E

Total
items

Item Format Administered A:e Levels o. Level
Co,.. Wri. M1 Ch omb. Ind. Cr. .. 9 13 17 Ad C A An

6 2 3 3 2 12
AAL...&,evel..........Avad.,...LIat Va 40. k # Con. Val.. A :e A...

Re Rs Va Or Ch

1 4 1 5 4 5
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NAEP administered five exercises for this objective and the investigator

and panel determined four to have content validity. However, all exercises

were judged exemplary.

No exercises measured the last sub-objective of this division, Objec-

tive II F, "Use data and evaluative criteria to make decisions."

Objective III. Are Sensitive to Creative-Intuitive Methods of Explaining
the Human Conditions

The first division (XXI A) of this objective aims at measuring whether

individuals "read history, philosophy, and fiction." Table S presents these

data.

Table 8 (Exercise Area SSR)

Objective:

mA

Total #

Items
Item Format Administered :e Levels Co. Level

omp. Wri:M Ch omb. Ind. Grou. 9 13 17 Ad. VC A An S E

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Aft. Level # Valid # Not Valid # Exem. # Con. Val. :e App._
Re Rs Vaepr Ch

1 1

........---.............-----

----.

Oily one exercise existed for this sub-objectimand the investigator and

panel assistants judged it valid and exemplary. However, the judges con-

sidered the item inappropriate for all the ages intended; specifically those

behaviors specified for ages 17 and adult were not measured by the exercise.
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Table 9 (SSR) has the data relating to objective IIrB, "obtain insight

into human affairs from history and philosophy, and from fiction and other

forms of art." There were four exercises for this objective and al].

Table 9 (Exercise Area SCR )

Objective:

111/3

Total#
items

Item Format Administered A:e Levels Co Level
Comp. Ch.4Co*. Ind.

1

Group.

3

9

1

13

4

17

4

Ad

3

KCAAnS

4

AL

4 4

Aff. Level I/ Valid...A1U validg iLksgit # Con. Val......42,..9.92,1_
Re Re VaOrICh

1 21 1 4 4 4 4

qualifiod as valid and exemplary. Note that thesiAexercises involved some

of the affective domain levels.

Sub - objective MC, *recognize the role of creative-intuitive methods

in scientific inquiry was without exercises. The next exercises were

concerned with sub-objective IXID, whether individuals "distinguish person-

alized explanations of human affairs from scientific objective explanations.*

Data relating to this objective are recorded in Table 10 (SSR).

Analysis of the table reveals a total of three items, all possessing

content validity and being valuable as models for teacher use.
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Objective:

flip
Total #
Items

Item Format Administered Age Levels Co . Level
Comp. Wri: 14 Ch. Comb. Ind. Group 9 13 17 Ad. IOC A An S E

3 1 2 3 2 3 3 2 2 1O*.
Alf. Level # Valid # Not Valid 1# Exem.

1

II Con. Val. Age App.
Re RsiVaiOr Ch

3 3
_

3 3

Objective IV. Have Knowledge Relevant to the Major Ideas and Concerns of
Social Scientists

The first sub-Objective of this division relates to measuring whether

individuals "understand some of the distinctive modes of inquiry (questions

and approaches) of social scientists." Table 11 (SSR) reports these data.

Table Li (Exercise Area SSR)

Objective:

IV A

Total #
items

Item Format Administered Age Levels Cog, Level
Comp. Wry.. Ml.Ch. Comb. Md. Group. 9113).17 Ad K C AAILJ5_,a,

1 1 1 1 1 1

..........----..............................

Aft. Level1 # Valid A N. t VAIA, 9 Exem.s

.............--.
# Con. Val.. Alle App.

Re RA VA MI Ch

1 1
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As can be discerned, only one exercise existed to measure this particular

objective. The investigator and panel judges deemed it valid and exemplary,

as well as appropriate for the ages indicated.

Objective IV 13 measured whether individuals "understand some of the

major relationships involving culture, the group, and the self." Table 12

(SSR) has these data. Observation reveals that three exercises were pre-

pared for this objective and that the investigator and panel members

indicated two as valid.

Table 12 (Exercise Area SSR )

IObjective:
I

IV )3

Total #
Items

Item Format Administered Age Levels Co . Level
... Wri:

1

,M Ch.

2

Comb. Ind. Group

3

9

1

13

1

17

1

Ad. ,

1

WC

111
A An S E

3

Af f . vel # Valid # Not Valid # Exem.

bON
# Cot.: ailz...182teA

MM...

.2....

Re Rs Vs OrCh

2

30

Table 13 (SSR) reports the data relating to the next sub-division of

this objective, IV 0, "understand soma of the major characteristics of

economic systems, especially the American economic system." Sight exercises

existed for this objective, six of which were valid and exemplary.
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Table 13 (Exercise Area SSR)

Objective:

Al. C

Total II

items
Item Format Administered Age Levels Cqx. Level

Comp. Wri. Ml. Ch. Comb. Ind. Grou . 9113 17 Ad K C A An S pc.

9 V i? 3 3 5 5 242

Aff. Level L # Valid #. Not Valid. E$em. # Con. Val.. Age App.
Re Rs Va Or Ch

1_1
6 2 6 7 7

Table 14 reports the data relating to the next sub-objective under

objective IV, NUnderstand some of the major characteristics of the geo-

iraehic (spatial.) distribution of man and his activities, and of man's

Table 4 (Exercise Area SSR)

Objective:

[V D

Total U
Items,---------t.

9

Item Format Administered Age Levels Co . Level
Comp. Qtv

3

t
NM.Ch. tomb. Ind. Group 9 13 17 Ad. WC A AtilS E

6 2 7 7 4 4 4 5 1 1 2
.

Aff. level U Valid # Not Valid # Exem. # Con. Val. Age_App.....
Re'Rs Va Or Ch

2

I.'" 4

1 1 7 2
v......*.....r..0.............................
7 7 /

r".4676-7"------""----
interaction with the physical environmental Nine exercises were constructed;

seven of which were valid. One can note from the table that exercises
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existed at four levels of the cognitive domain as well as three levels of

the affective domain.
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Objective IV E related to measuring if individuals "understand some of

the major historical developments." Table 15 (SSR) reports these data.

There were numerous exercises (15) relating to this sub-objective. Of the

Table 15 (Exercise Area SSR)

Objective:

NE
Total #
items

Item Format Administered
Ind. Grou . 9

Age
13

Levels
17 Ad

Cop
K C A

Level
An S A:Com . Wri. Ml.Ch. Comb.

15 2 13 2, 1 2 7 /0 11 11 41 6 1

Aff. Level # Valid # Not Valid e . It Con. Val., Age App.
Re Rs Va Or Ch

1 1 1 12 3 I2 1 2 /0

total, twelve were valid and exemplary. However, the investigator considered

only ten of the items appropriate for the ages intended. The major concern

was that the five items in question were perhaps too difficult for the

nine-1year-olds.

The last sub-objective (IV F) measures whether individuals "understand

some of the characteristics of the major systems of government, particularly

the political system of the United States. Data relating to this objective

exist in T able 16 (SSR). Eleven items were developed, and nine ranked as

valid. It is interesting to note that the investigator and panel classified
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Tableil_ (Exercise Area SSR)

Objective:

IV F

Total #
Items

Item Format Administered Age Levels Cog. Level
Co'. Wri: 1111 Ch. Comb. Ind. Grout 9 13 17 Ad. WC A An S E

11 10 lo 3 6 9 9 5 5
.

1

I
........ ,

Af f . Level # Valid # Not Valid # Exem. 1/ Con. Val. Age App._
WriilTi0:rCi--"--

9 2 9
..........._..._._.........___

7 9

only seven exercises as having context validity; that is, appropriate situations

in which individuals could consider the exercises or situations implied or stated.

Objective V. Have a Reasoned Commitment to the Values that Sustain a Free
Society

This objective had six sub.divisions, the first of which was "believe

in the fundamental worth of the individual and can justify their belief."

Table 17 (SSR) contains data relating to this objective. Six exercises

Table rt (Exercise Area SW

Objective:

V A
Total #
items

Item Format Administered
9

le

13
-vels

17 Ad
____; Level

nariAn S E
'Comp. Wri. Ml.Ch. Comb. /lid. Grou..

3 3 3 3 3 4-5 4 3 3

swwW101110.1.011110.10041WOMIN..00000.11M~MIONSOMMIOMIMI/M1~11110,............4
Aff. Level # Valid i Not Val # 1/ Con.. Val., Age An.

..

Re Rs Vs Or Ch

M.POIIM044.10/110MaNdourrarreimantomillia

3 2 6
............

6) Co
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existed for this objective and all were valid. These exercises also were

ranked as being exemplary and possessing context validity and age appro-

priateness.

"Believe in the freedoms of the First Amendment and can justify their

belief" was the second sub-objective under V. Table 18 (SSR) reports

relevant information. Eight exercises, all deemed valid, existed. However,

the investigator and panel members considered only seven exemplary.

Table (Exercise AreaSSR)

Objective:

VS
Total
items

Item Format Administered A e Levels Cog, Level
Comp.Wri.

1

Ml. Ch.

2

Comb

5
Ind.

3

Group.

5

9

1

13

4"
17 Ad

7

v. CIA An

1

SA.

1 4ir

Aft. Level 11 Valid ii Not Valid., # Exem. 1/ Con. Val. Age Aye.
Re Rs Va OrTCh

9 7 1 7

Objective V C measured whether individuals "believe in the rule of law

and can justify their belief." As can be observed from Table 19 (SSR),

only one exercise was developed and it wt.;" considered valid.
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Objective:

V C:

Total #
Items

Item Format Administered Age Levels Co_. Leveltrikr.-WiraiTat7tomb.

1 1

Ind.

I

Group

I

9 13

)

17 Ad. VC A An S E

Aff. .vet # Valid # Not Valid # ExestrLS221...1/111....AleLA224Re Rs Va Or Ch

1 1

V, exercises wore present for the fourth sub-division of Objective V,

*Believe in open opportunity for advancement and can justify their belief.*

However, there were three exercises for Objective V E, *are milling to

act for the general interest.* Data relating to this sub-objective are

recorded in Table 20 (SSR). Scanning the table reveals five valid exercises

Tablelg (Exercise ArealliD

Objective:

V E
Total #
items

5

Item Format Administered
Ind. Group.

Aye
9 13

Levels Co.

A
Level
An S IL

C.....9mari M1. Ch. Comb.

2 3 4 1 1 2 2 2 3

Aff, Level # Valid i Not VA1144

..................
# %cern # Con. Val., Age App.

Re Rol Va ()rich

23 5 5 5 .5

d..................._ _ _ ____ _____ ..____
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for this objective. It should be noted that the investigator and panel

members placed three of the exercises at the synthesis cognitive level

and at the upper categories of the affective domain.

The last sub-objective is "are willing to participate in decision

making relevant to their lives." Table 21 (MR) reports information

relevant to these exercises.

Table 2 I (Exercise Area 5SR )

Objective;

V F

Total 0
Items

Item Format

,...-__________
Administered Age Levels Cog. Levet

Comp. Wri; Va.Ch.,Comb. Ind. Group 9 13 17 Ad. WC A An S E

2 2 2 i 1 1 1

Aff. .11 Valid II Not Valid 0 Exem. 0 Con. Val. Age App.

Re Rs

_Level

WIOr Ch

1 20

.....A.0*
20

4.............0

2 2

Consideration of this table indicates two items for the objective and each

judged as possessing content validity and being exemplary for teachers.

Social Studies Exercises, Unreleased

Since the unreleased social studies exercises are related to the same

objectives as the released, there is no need to repeat in detail the objec-

tives. Rather the objectives 11411 he referred to by their outline organization,

e.g. I, A; I, B, II, A; II $4....V, F.
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Objective I. Have Curiosity about Human Affairs

37

Objective I A data are recorded it Table 22 (SSU). Note that tables

are identified by SSU coding to distinguish them from the tables presenting

social studies released data. Survey of Table 22 reveals four items present

for this objective and that judges categorized all as valid.

Table 22 (Exercise AreaSSW

Objective:

I A

Total #
items

Item Format Administered
Ind. Group.

Age
9 113

Levels
17 Ad

Cog.

K C A
Level
An siComp.1 Wi. Ml. Ch. Comb.

4 3 1 4 3 2 1 1 3

Aff. Level II Valid # Not Valid. # Exem. # Con. Val.. Age App.

Re Rs Va Or Ch

3
.._,...,.....................

1
ii. 4

The second sub-objective I B, had only one exercise. Results are

presented in Table 23 (SSU). The investigator deemed the exercise

Table 23 (Exercise Area SSU)

Objective:

IB
Total #
Items

Item Format
tomp. Wri:01.Ch. Comb.

Administered
Ind. Grou

1

Aff. evel # Valid II Not Valid # Exem.

Re Rs Va Or Ch

# Con. Val. Age App.
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valid, exemplary, and appropriate for the ages indicated,

Sub...objective I C was not represented by any exercises.

Objective II. Use Analytic-Scientific Procedures Effectively.

Only one exercise measured the first sub-objective, II A. Judges

classified it as valid. Details are recorded in Table 24(SSU).

Table 2.4 (Exercise Area 55U)

A. ....M...M..............MW110..

Objective:

1'1 A

Total #
items

Item Format Administered Age Levels Cog. Level

Com . Wri. Ml. Ch. Comb. Ind. Grou . 9 il3 17 Ad KIC A An S E_

1

Aff. Level II Valid # Not Valid. # Exem, # Con, Val, Age App.

Re Rs Va Or Ch

_..............--..................

The next sub-objective represented by the exercises is II C. Table

25 050 reports that thirteen exercises were developed for this objective.

Table 25 (Exercise Area-55U)

Objective:

ti c
Total #
Items

Item Format Administered
Ind.

A.e Levels Co:. Level
pilip.,Wri: Ml.Ch.

9
Comb. 9

6

13

6
17 Ad. K.0

661
A An SIE

13 4

,...G12112....

3 in 5 4.
,

Aff. Level II Valid II Not Valid

........................___...............,
# Exem. # Con. Val. A.e A>..

Re Re Va Or Ch 11111111111

. _
13

.......................

1.3 13 12
4.11141.1PN.MMOM*1aftaasi01.16.4*.....110*16. ....**WWWW..../... JIM-
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The review panel and the major investigator judged all items valid and

exemplary.

Table 26 (SSU) contains date:. relating to sub-objective II D.

Table 26 (Exercise Area SSU )

_
Objective:

n D
Total #
items

Item Format Administered A:e Levels Co:. Level
Comp. Wri. Ml. Ch. Comb.. Ind. Group. 9 13 17 Ad K C A An_ pl,..

4 2 2 2 2 3 1

Aff. Level II Valid A. Not Valid. # Exem. # Con. Val., Age Ape.
Re RsjVa Or_ Ch

3 1 3 .3 3

Four exercises related to this objective and judges ranked three as valid.

Objective I/ E data are reported in Table 27 (SSU). Checking the table

reveals six exercises present for this sub-objective and all determined

Table .20 (Exercise Area SSU)

Objective:

Total #
Items

Item Format Administered

________.........._
Age Levels Co . Level

r*-----.--7n---.omp.Wri:11.C11.Comb Ind. Group 9 13 17 ACK C A An ,S E.

I

6 6 G 6 3_. 3 3
1 6

,

A £. evel # Valid
...

II Not Valid II Exem.j If Con. Val. Age APP.
Re Rs Va Or Ch ---

6 6 6 4;
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valid by the judges. Of some interest is the fact that the panel ranked

all exercises at the cognitive level of analysis. This represents some-

thing of a shift from previous exercises where the cognitive emphasis was

primarily at the lower levels of the taxonomy.

Objective III. Are sensitive to Creative-Intuitive Methods of
Explaining the Human Condition

The first objective in this category having exercises was sub-objective

III B. As reported in Table 28 (SSU) two exercises, both valid, related to

this objective. The investigator and judges also considered the exercises

to be good examples for teacher use.

Table :a (Exercise Area SSIJ)

Objective:

1 II B

Total #
items

Item Format Administered Age Levels
9 131 17 Ad

Cog,

K C A
Level
An S 14.,,Com . Wri. Ml. Ch. Comb. Ind. Grou .

2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

Aff. Level.LIsliclk Not Valid..

..................................4.
EXem. # Con. Val.. ....AgeApja"4,

Re Rs Va OrICh

2 2 2 2

No exercises existed for objective III C. However, III D did have

three exercises, all of which the judges ranked as valid and exemplary.

This information is presented in Table 29 (SSU).
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Table 2,9 (Exercise Area SSU)
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Objective:

In D
Total #
Items

Item Format Administered
Ind. Gr91.2._

3

9

2

Aae
13

2

Levels
17

2

Ad.

2

Co
WC

.

A

1

Level
An S E.Comp. Wri; lia.ch. Comb.

3 3
N....,

Aff. Level # Valid II Not Valid 1# Exem # Con. Vall....#ARLA22..

Re Rs Va Or Ch

3 3 3 3

Objective IV. Have knowledge Relevant to the Major Ideas and Concerns
of Social Scientists

The first sub.-objective for which exercises exist is IV B. Only one

exercise was present, and the investigator and panel classified it as

valid and an effective example for teachers. Table 30 reports these data.

Table 30 (Exercise Area SSU)

Objective:

IV 8
Total Ii

items
Item Format Administered :e Levels Co:. Level

Com . Wri. Ml.Ch. omb. Ind. Grou.. 9 13 17 Ad K C A An S

Aff. Level # VA4..isi_L Not Valid., # Exem, # Con. Val.. Age App.

Re Rs Va Or Ch

1 1
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Table 31 (SSU) indicates six exercises prepared to measure the next

sub-objective--IV C. However, the writer and judges listed three of these

exercises as not valid and poor examples for teachers. Also, the three exer-

cises judged as failing to have content validity also were not appropriate

for the age levels indicated. Reasons for being deemed inappropriate were

either too easy, too difficult, or not relevant to the age level targeted.

Table 31 (Exercise Area 5511

Objective:

IV C

Total #
Items

Item Format Administered
9

Age
13

Levels
17 Ad. K

Co
C

.

A
Level
An S EComp. Wri. Nl.Ch. Comb. Ind. Group

6, Ca Co j 4 5 5 2 31

Aff. evel # Valid # Not Valid E#KDIII,LE2p4.19LAm_A224

,........._,-----
3 3

Re Rs Va Or Ch

333

Sub-objective 17 D was the next objective for which exercises were

present. As indicated in Table 32 (SSU) nine exercises existed to assess

this objective. However, only six exercises qualified as having content

validity or being examples productive for teacher use. It also should be

noted that there as a heavy loading of exercises at the knowledge level.
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Table 32 (Exercise Area SSU )

Objective:

IV D
Total #
items

Item Format Administered A:e Levels Co:. Level
Comp., Wri. Ml.Ch.

8

Comb Ind.

1

Grou.

g

9

/
13

3

17

z
Ad

i

K

3

C A An six.

9

Aff. Level 1 Valid t tot Valid. # Exem. # Con. Val... Age App.
Re Rs'Va Or Ch

4) 3 10 6 6
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The next sub-objective under objective IV also had numerous exercises

prepared, with a significant number of them judged as not N lid. Table 33

(SSU) reports these data. Note that almost fifty per cent of the items

Table 33 (Exercise Area SSU)

Objective:

IV E

Total 8
Items

Item Format Administered Age Levels Co . Level
Comp. Wri; EI.Ch. Comb. Ind. Group 9 13 17 Ad. KIC An S E

12 1 11 1 11 5 7 g 5 56
Aff. Level 8 Valid 8 Not Valid k Exem. # Con.22114Au6224

Re Rs Va Or Ch
i.

5

prepared were considered not valid. Also note that there existed a heavy

loa0ing of exercises at the lower cognitive levels, knowledge and
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comprehension. Only fifty per cent of the exercises were of exemplary

quality, contained conte:it validity, and were appropriate for the targeted

ages.

Data for the last sub-objective under major objective IV is recorded

in Table 34 (SSU). Analysis of the table reveals eight exercises relating

to this objective with seven being judged as valid.

Table 34- (Exercise AreaSab

Objective:

ni E

Total #
items

Item Format lAdministered Age Levels Cox. Leyel
Comp. Wri. Ml.Ch. Comb. Ind. Group. 9 13 17 Ad .KCAAn SIX.

? ? 1 6 6 5 6z
........_.........................._

Aff. Level # Valid p Not VAliO, # Exem.-11 # Con. Val.. Age App.

Re IRs Va Or Ch

(0 to1 1 1

'-

Objective IV. Have a Reasoned Commitment to the Values that Sustain a
Free Society

Three exercises were designed to measure the first sub-objective of

this major objective. Table 35 (SSC) reports these data. Review of the

table reveals that the panel presumed all exercises to have content

validity.

44
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Table 3 5 (Exercise Area SS U)

45

Objective:

V A
Total #
Items

Item Format Administered Age Levels Cog. Level
Compri4MI.Ch.Con_

Z 2 1

1

2

13 117

2 2
Ad.

2

KICIA

21

An SL

3

Aff. Level II Valid # Not Valid # Exem. Ii Con. Val. A:e A
Re Rs Va Or Ch

2 1 3 3

Three exercisno were also evident for the next sub-objective, V B.

Table 36 (580 lists the pertinent information. From observation, one can

discern these exercises as valid and exemplary. Of some interest in that

the review panel considered the exercises to possess affective qualities

relating to valuing and characterization.

Table 3G (Exercise Area sth

Objective:

Total II

items

3

Item Format
Wri. Ml.Ch.

Administered

3 2 3 3

Aff. Level II Valid

e Rs Va Or1Ch
# Not Valid. # Exam. # Con. Val Age App._

2 3 3 3 3
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Table 37 (S3U) reports information relating to the third sub-objective,

V C. Two exercises, both valid, were present for measuring this objective.

Table 37 (Exercise Area SSG)

Objective:

V C
Total II

Items
Item Format Administered

Ind. Group_ 9

Age

13

Levels
17 Ad.

Cog.

WC A
Level
An S E.Comp. Wri. Na.Ch. Comb.

2 2 2 3 Z 2

Aff. Level # Valid # Not Valid # Exem. # Con. Val. .e Ap..

Ref Rs [4] OrtCh

2 2 2 2 2

The next sub-objective for which unreleased social studies exercises

were created. is V E. Table 38 (ST) reports two exercises developed and

determined valid and worthy of emulation.

Table 39 (Exercise Area 350)

Objective:

V E
Total #
items

Item Format Administered Age Levels Copq Leyel
Com.. WridMl.Ch. Comb. Ind. Grou . 9 13 17 Ad K C A An S AL;

2 2, 2 2 2

Aff. Level I/ Valid 4L Valid. Emil, # Con. Val.. Age App. .4

Re Rs Va Or Ch

2 2 2 2 2
_ ......._ .,..._ 4
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Only one exercise existed to measure the last sub-objective of. Ob-

jective V, V F. The panel considered the exercise valid and was pleased to

see that it represented the synthesis level of the taxonomy. Table 39

(SSU) reports the related information. One might also note that the upper

level of the affective domain was represented by this exercise.

Table 39 (Exercise Area S5U)

Objective:

V F
Total #
Items

Item Format Administered Aae Levels Cog.

KiCIAlAn

ILI

Level
NE

1

Ind.

1

Group 9 13

1

17

11
Ad.Comp. WritiMl.Ch. Comb.

1

Aff. Level # Valid 2NotaaLidliExenILLETBLI.val.AeAp
Re Rs Va Or Ch

,

Samna udies Exercises Released and Unreleased

The last thirty-nine tables have reported data relating to all social

studies exercises, both released and unreleased. Table 40 summarizes these

tables reporting on the total number of items for each major objective as

well as the number of exercises for each sub-objective. The reader also can

obtain data relating to the total number of exercises judged to have content

validity or not to have content validity as well as the number considered

exemplary.
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I-

Objective # of
itsms

1k

3B

10

2

IC 2

'IA 5

IIB 0

26IIC

11D 9

IIB 11

In? 0

InA 1

113B 6

111C 0

IIID 6

1V'A 1

'vs 4

IVO

IVD 18

IVE 27

1W 19

VA 9

VB 11

VC 3

VD 0

vs 7

VP 3

,....

TABLE
SOCIAL STUMM

RELFASED AND UN

Item Format Admin. Aze Levels LeCog,
Corn Wri.ML. Ch Comb,. Ind. -4Group 11,17 Ad K Cj A AN $ E

4 6 6 5 2 346

2 2

1

2 2 2

2 3 2

3.

23

8414
9

8

9 17

9

3 8

1

1 2

1

1 5 6

1

2 2

8 6

1

1 3

14

9 15 12 10

7 5 4 4

7.54

11

1 1
2

6

4 14 3 15 14 7 6 5 1.3

3 24 4 23 112 18 19 20 3.3

1 18

3 1

1 2 8

1 18 4 12 15 14

5

3

5 4

5 6

2 3.

5 6 7 6

3. 4 11 10

23 2

3

14

4 5 6 1

194

3. 4. 1 2

1-

3 2 2 2

[1. 2 2_, 2
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SUMMARY TABLE

11EASED Qt CISiS BEST C011.11 Anal 48

Affec. Level # Valid # not 7! Exem. 7f Con. Val. Age App. Totals
ValidRe Rs Va Or Ch

NI
ma

11
0 25

4

I 10

II
II 3

111M
1

19

MIL 16

1111111

3

1 9

111 2 3

9 1 10 10 10

1 1 1 1 acercises

ror I: 14
2 2 2

1 3 3 4

1 24 24 24

3 7 7 8

11 10 11 _Exercises
for 11: 51
_ 26%

6

X

6

1

6 6 Exercises
for III:
13

6 6 6 7%

1

9

13

2

9

11

1 1 1

3 2 2

5 9 10 10

5 13 13 13

8 18 18 18 3Xercises
for IV:

3 16 16 16
, 83
43%

3

9 9 9

10 10 10

3 3 3

2 7 ago-,, 7 7
Pt

Zxerciass
for Vs 33

30 163 194
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Elaboration of these data will occur in the discussion section of this

report. But first one needs to obtain information relating to exercises

prepared for citizenship, both released and unreleased.

Citizenship Exercises, Relemed

Objective I. Show Concern for the Welfare and Dignity of Others

The first sub - objective deals with having individuals treat all indi-

viduals with respect, I, A. Table 41 (CR) indicates five exercises developed

for this sub-objective and that the review panel judged three exercises as

possessing content validity. Two were considered not valid or exemplary.

Table41 (Exercise Area CR )

Objective:

I A

Total # Item Format Administered
9

A e

13

Levels
17 Ad

Cog.

K C A
Level
An S g,items CosTAYKi.TM1.Ch. Comb. Ind. Group.

5 1
4 5 1 5 3 2 2 1

Aff. Level # valiaii Not Valid # Exem, # Con. Val.. Age App.

Re Rs Va Or Ch

P0 3 2 3 3 3
AL*

However, in some instances, exercises determined not valid for one objective

were valid and exemplary for another objective.

No exercises existed for sub-objective I B "Consider the consequences

for others of their own actions" and for sub-objective I C "Guard safety and

health of others." Sub-objective I D was consideredgiand Table 42 (CR)
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reports the data relating to it. Specifically, this sub-objective relates

to whether individuals "help ether individuals voluntarily.°

Table42 (Exercise Area C R )

Objective:

I D
Total #
Items

'4.

Item Format Administered
Ind. Gro9. 9

Age
13

Levels
17 Ad.

Cog.

K!C A
Level
An S EriiT:41.clorap.1,17

3

Comb.

1 3 2 3 3

Aff. Level e Valid # Not Valid # Exem. # Con. Val. Age App.
Re Rs Va Or Ch

- -

Analysis of the table reveals that of four exercises developed, three were

not valid. Also notice that the questions cluster at the lowest cognitive

level, knowledge.

Sub-objective I S °Are loyal to country, to friends, and to other groups

whose values they share° is not represented by any exercises. Objective I F

°Understand and oppose unequal opportunity in the areas of education,

housing, employment, and recreation" is the next sub-objective for which

exercises were written. Table 43 (CR) lists related data Only one

exercise was present for this objective and the panel members determined

it valid and exemplary. Both cognitive domains existed in this exercise.

Sub-objective I G "Seek to improve the welfare of groups of people less

fortunate than thee had no exercises.
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Table13 (Exercise AreaCR )

Objective:

i F
Total #

Attasoym. Item Format Administered A e Levels cog, Level
Wri. Ml.Ch. Comb. Ind. Group. 9 13 17 Ad K C A An S A,

Aff. Level # Valid A Not Valid. # Exem. # Con. Val.. Age App.
Re Rs Va0 Ch

1 1

Objective II. Support Rights and Freedoms of All Individuals

51

The first sub-objective of objective II was "Understand the value of

constitutional rights and freedoms, II A. Table 44 (CR) reveals the

related data.

Table ) 4 (Exercise Area OR)

Objective:

il A
Total #
items

Item Format AdminiaWarW7Levels Co. Level

Com.. Wri. Ml.Ch. Comb. Ind. Gr.u. 9 13 17 Ad K C A . S ML.

2 2 2 12 1

....,
Aff. Level # ValkiLlag Wind., #. Exem.,, # Con. Val., ...2111A224_4

ReIRs Va Or Ch ...........

1 1 1 1 1 1.

.......................a....10.41.***.40.00.

Review of the table indicates two exorcises prepared, one being valid and

one not valid. However, the valid question did represent the upper levels
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of both the cognitive and affective levels.

Sub-objective II B, the next sub-objective for which exercises were

developed, dealt with whether individuals "recognize instances of the

proper exercise or denial of constitutional rights and liberties, including

due process of law." As exhibited in Table 45 (CR), NAB' obtained two

exercises and panel members judged both valid.

Table try (Exercise AreaC R )

Objective:

II E3

Total #
items

Item Format

Ind. Grou .

Age
9 1 13

Levels__
17 Ad

Cog.

KIC A
Level
An six4Comp. Wri.

_,Administered
Ml.Ch.1 Comb.

2 1 1 2 J Z J I I I

......

Aft. Level # ValiciENot Valid. # Exem. it Con. Val. Age App.

Re Rs Va Or Ch

;3 2 2 2

Sub-objective II C was concerned with whether individuals "defend

rights and liberties of all kinds of people uniformly." Observation'of

Table 46 (CR) indicates two exercises prepared and classified as being

valid.
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Table 4 (Exercise Area C

53

Objective:

r1 c
Total #
Items

Item Format Administered Age Levels Co . Level

Comp. Wrii01.Ch. Comb.jadt__Group

2 2.

9 13 17

2

Ad.

1

K.0

2

A An S E

20

Aff.lavel # Valid # Not Valid # Exem. t Con. Val. Age App._

Re Rs Va Or Ch

H 2 2. 2 2

Objective III. Help Maintain Law and Order

Only two of the six sub-objectives of Objective Three were represented

by exercises. Objective III A "Understand the need for law and order" was

the first considered and its data are reported in Table 47 (OR). NAEP

used three exercises, and the judges deemed all to be valid and exemplary.

Table +7 (Exercise Area CIS )

Objective:

iii. A

Total #
Items

Item Format Administered Aye Levels Co_. Level
taii7=irL.107or Comb.

1

Ind.

3

Group 9

1

13

1

17

1

Ad.

2

K C

3

A An S E

3 2
---- __-----

Aff. Level # Valid I # Not Valid # Exem. # Con. Val. A:e Ape.

Re Rs Va Or Ch

3 3 3 3
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Those sub-objectives of Objective III not represented by exercises

were in B "Are conscious of right and wrong behavior," III C "Comply

with public laws," III D "Help authorities in specific cases," and

III F "Inform themselves about the law."

The next sub-objective having exercises was Objective III E, dealing

with whether individuals "protest unjust rules openly." Table 48 (CR)

designates only one exercise produced. Judges classified it as valid.

MIAOW (Exercise Area C R )

Objective:

III E

Total #
Items

Item Format Administered Age Levels Cog. Level
Comp. WI.: NI.Ch. Comb. Ind. Group 91 13117 1 Ad.

1

K:CiA
r

An S E
ti

1 1

Aff evel # Valid II Not Valid # Exe111,LS9142411_Usial__,
Re Rs Va Or Ch

1 1

Objective IV. Know the Main Structure and Functions of Our Government

54

"recognize the purposes of government," IV A is the first sub-objective.

Analysis of Table 49 (CR) reveals that one exercise was present. It was

re l.#0, -). as valid and exemplary.

Sub-objective IV B "Recognize the main functions and relations of

governmental bodies" had eight exercises. However, the majority of them,
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Table 49 (Exercise Area)
55

Objective:

IV A
Total #
items

Item Format Administered A e Levels Co . Level
Ind. Group. 9 13117 Ad K C A An sig.Comp. Wri. Ml.Ch Comb.

1 1 1 1

Aff. Level # Valid # Not Valid # Exem # Con. Val., Age App.
Re Rs Va Or Ch

six, did not possess content validity, nor were they good examples for

teacher use. Table 50 (CR) reports these data.

Table 50 (Exercise Area CR )

Objective:

tv a...
Total #
Items

Itefl Format Administered A e Levels
K'C A

Level
An'S E7 m p . 7 a r l i f TERT-tomb.

. . Ind. Group 13 17 Ad.

3 1

_ . . . .

z 2 3 5 6 3 1 1

Aff. evel # Valid II Not Valid 1 # Exem. ; Con. Val. A e App,.,
Re Rs Va Or Ch 1-

2 2 2

The third sub-objective IV C deals with whether individuals "recognize

the importance of political opposition and diverse interest groups."

Table 51 (CR) indicates two exercises prepared. The review panel determined
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one exercise valid.

BEST copy , 56

Table 51 (Exercise Area)

-----------
Objective:

W C
Total #1 Item Format Administered A e Levels Co Level
items Comp. Wri. Ml. Ch. Comb. Ind.

2

Group, 9.13

1

17

J

Ad

2

K C

2

A An S p,

Aff. Level II Valid # Not Valid Exem. # Con. Val.. Age App.
Re Rs Va Or Ch

Five exercises existed for sub-objective IV D, "Recognize that

democracy depends on the alertness and involvement of its citizens, and

know how citizens can affect government." As Table 52 (CR) denotes, four

of these exercises were valid. However, the review panel only felt three

Table 5 2 (Exercise Area C. R

Objective:

I.V D

Total #
Items

Item Format Administered ke Levels Co:. Level
Comp. Wri: M1 Ch. Comb. Ind. Grou. 9 13 17

4.

MADURA An S E

5 .2 3 2, 4

Aff. Level # Valid # Not Valid # Exem. Ii Con. Val. : ,.

Re Rs Va Or Ch ammenommummiimimme
4 3

"...."..... __....
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to be exemplary for teacher use. Here we have an instance of an exercise

having validity, but not being of great value to the teacher.

The next table, 53 (OR), reports the results for sub- objective IV E,

"Recognize the structure and operation of political parties." Two exer-

cises, both valid, were prepared; however, only one was exemplary.

Table 53 (Exercise AreaCR )

-"Objective:

W E
Total #
items

Item Format Adufinistered Age Levels Cog, Level

Comp. Wri.INI.Ch. Comb.

1

Ind. Group. 9 13 17

1

Ad

2

KIC A An sig.

2, J. 2 Z 2

Aff. Level 11 Valid # Not Validti # Exem.,# Con. Val.. Age App.

Re Rs Va Or Ch

2 1

57

No exercises were present for sub. - objective IV F, "Know structure of

school and student government."

Objective V. Seek Community Improvement Through Active, Democratic
Participation

"Believe that each person's civic behavior is important, and convey

this belief to other" and "Recognize important civic problems and favor

trying to solve them," sub - objectives V A and V B respectively, were not

represented by any exercises. The third sub-objective of Objective V is

the first for which exercises are present. This sub-objective, V C,
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considers whether persons tested "actively work for community improvement."

Table 54 (CR) manifests the data. NAEP had seven items, five of which

achieved content validity and possessed model qualities. It is of some

interert that exercises tested for the upper levAls of the affective domain.

This is partly due to the nature of the objective. If people do work for

community improvement they mast demonstrate that they value certain things

and have incorporated these values into their behavior network.

Table54 (Exercise Area C R )

Objective:

II C.

Total #
Items

Item Format Administered Age Levels
K:C A

Level,

Any'8

11

EiComp. Writlia.ch. Comb. Ind. Group 13 17 Ad.

1 6 7 1 1 2 5

Aff. level # Valid # Not Valid # Elis11221.21allAmAgal
Re Rs Va Or Ch

z5 5 2 .5

The fourth sub-objective, V D is designed to assess .whether persons

"participate in local, state and national governmental processes." Only one

item was administered for this sub-objective, and it ranked as valid and

exemplary. Table 55 (CR) reports the pertinent data.
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Table55 (Exercise Area CR )

Thbjective:

D
Total #
items

Item Format Administered A:e Levels Co:. Level

Comp. Wri. M1.Ch. Comb. Ind. Group. 13 17 Ad , K CIA An Sit4

Aff. Level # Valid # Not Valid. # Exem # Con., Val.. Age App.

Re Rs Va Or Ch

.....,

59

"Apply democratic procedures on a practical level when working in a

group," V 16 is the next sub-objective under Objective V. Review of Table

56 (CR) reveals that three items existed for this objective, all of which

had content validity and exemplary qualities.

Table (Exercise Area CR )

Objective:

Y E
Total #
Items

Item Format Administered Age Levels Cog. Level
omp. Wri' Ml.Ch. Comb. Ind. Group

3

9 13

1

17

1

Ad. K'C A An

1 2

,S E

3 2

Aff. Level # Valid # Not Valid # Exem.

........,........
# Con.11"11E2m1._

Re Rs Va Or Ch

3 3 3 3
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Sub-objective V F "Display fairness and good sportsmanship toward

others" had no exercises.

Objective VI. Understand Problems of International Relations

"Are aware of the problems of international conflict and dangers to

national security" is sub-objective VI A. Table 57 (OR) designates the

data relating to this sub - objective. Study of the table indicates five

exercises developed with four judged as valid and exemplary. Both the

cognitive and affective levels are represented.

Table 57 (Exercise Area CR )

Objective:

V I A.

Total #
items

Item Format Administered_ Age Levels Com, Level
1Comp.1 Wri. Ml.Ch.. Comb. Ind. Group. 9 13 17 Ad K1C A An SA.

5 5 5 3 3 2 2 1 2 2

Aff. Level II Valid/la Valid. # Exam. II Con., Val.. Age App.
Re Rs Va OrfCh

1 + 1 411- 4 4

Sub-objective VI B neck world peace and freedom for all peoples,' did

not have any exercises.

Objective VII. Support Rationality in Communication, Thought and Action
on Social Problems

60

The first sub-objective, VII A, deals with assessing whether individuals

"try to inform themselves on socially important matters and to understand
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A

alternative viewpoints." Information relating to exercises assessing this

objective is denoted in Table 58 (CR). Exercises here were predominately

poor with only one item classified as valid and five being in the non-valid

category.

Table 5g (Exercise Area CR )

Objective:

Vii A
Total #
Items

Item Format Administered Age Levels Co. Level
Comp. WI. Na.Ch. Comb. Ind. Grou. 9 13 17 Ad VC A An'S E

3 3 6 1 3 4 5 2 2 2
ti

Aff. evel # Valid # Not Valid # Exem # Con.1.1..AsApil
Re Rs Va Or Ch

1 2:
.

1 5 1 1

Sub-objective VII B considered whether members of the targeted popula-

tions "evaluated communications critically and form their own opinions

independently." Table 59 (CR) indicates one exercise produced for this

objective, and classified as valid and exemplary.

Table (Exercise Area CR )

Objective:

Vii B
Total #
items

Item Format
Ind. Group 9 11,

1

17 Ad .K C A
Level
An. Sig,Comp. Kri. Ml. Ch.

...Jkterej1.A:eLAdmitevelsCo:.....k
Comb.

Aff. Level # Valid Not Valis0 Elcem, II Con. Val., Age. App.

Re Rs Va Or Ch

,---

1
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ftercises for Objective VII C "Weight alternatives and consequences

carefully, then make decisions and carry them out without undue delay" were

not present.

Data relating to Objective VII D "see relations among social problems

and have good ideas for solutions" are recorded in Table 60 (CR). The

table connotes two exercises made with only one possessing content validity

and exemplary qualities.

Table 6 0 (Exercise Area CR )

Objective:

VII D
Total #'
items

Item Format Administered
Ind. Group.

A e
9 113

Levels
17 'Ad

Co

K C

.

A
Level
An Sit,Comp. Wri. Ml. Ch., Comb.

20 1 1

Aff. Level # Valid # Not Valid. # Exem. # Con. Val.. Age

1

Akp.

Na

...........**erft....r........4..Irorsoa

1 1

Re Rs Val Or Ch

1 1
........M.10,10111.1...e......IIII.

Again, no exercises existed for Objective VII E, "Support free communi-

cation and communicate honestly with others."

The last sub-objective of this division, VII P', relates to whether indi-

viduals in the sample "understand the role of education in developing good

citizens." Table 61 (OR) reports that only one exercise was developed and

that this was not considered valid.
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Tablet (Exercise Area C1 )

Objectil:e:

Vil F
Total #
Items

Item Format Administered :e Levels Co:. Level
Zini-FWri:,,M1.Ch. Comb. Ind. Group 9 13 17 AddliffiliniOng

1

Aff. Level II Valid # Not ValidA.A Exemd# Con. Val.. Age
,Re Re Va Or Ch

...........11

1

Objective VIII. Take Responsibility for Own Personal Development and
Obligations

63

Exercises existed for only one sub-objective under Objective VIII.

These exercises related to whether persons "further their own self-improve-

ment and education," VIII A. Table 62 (CR) discloses four exercises ad-

ministered and of this total, two achieved content validity and exemplary

qualities. Both the cognitive and affective domains were represented, but

the cognitive level centered on the lowest level, knowledge.

It is of some interest to note that the majority of the sub-objectives

had no exercises: sub-objective VIII B "Plan ahead for major life changes,"

VIII C "Are conscientious, dependable, self-disciplined, and value excellence

and initiative," and VIII D "Economically support self and dependents."
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Table_ka (Exercise AreaCR )

64

Objective:

V111 A

Total #
items

Item Format Adm inistered A e Levels Cog.. Level
Comp. Wri. Ml.Ch. Comb. Ind. Grou . 9 13 17 Ad K C A An St

2 1 1 1 3

Aff. Level I/ Valid # Not Valid # Exem. I! Con. Val. Age App.
Re Rs Va Or Ch

11 2 z 2 2 2

Objective IX. Help and Respect Their Own Families

This objective was designed for two population groups: a group for

ages 9, 13, and 17; and a group for adults. The first sub-objective for

the first age grouping was "Respect the reasonable authority of the par-

ents, or guardians, and help with home duties and problems, IX A. The

corresponding sub-objective IX A for the adult group was that individuals

"provide for the basic needs and health of their children." Both objectives

are considered in Table 63 (OR). The table designates that three items were

Table 63 (Exercise AreaC Fk

Objective:

IX A

Total #
Items

Item Format Administered Age Levels Co:. Level
Comp. Wri4M1.Ch. Comb. Ind. Grout 9 13 17 Ad. RIC A An S E

3 3 .3

Aff._Islitel # Valid

11111111111

1! Not Valid # Exem. Con. Val. Age App.
Re Rs Va Or Ch

2 2 2 2 2
...........

2
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prepared. The two items for the first age group were valid while the

exercise for the adult population was not. Neither was the exercise for the

adult population considered exemplary.

Sub-objective B for Objective IX also was designed for two age group-

ings. For the age grouping 9, 13, and 17, the objective was ',help younger

brothers and sisters to develop into good citizens,', while the corresponding

objective for adults was ',encourage cooperative, ethical relations to au-

thority and to other individuals.° Table 64 (OR) reports these data. Only the

exercise for age 9 was valid. The panel members determined both the item

for age 13 and for adults as not meeting the thrust of the sub-objective.

Table 6 4. (Exercise AreaCR )

-Objective:

IX 13
Total #
items

Item Format Administered A:e Levels Co_. Level
Comte,. Wri. Ml.Ch. Comb. Ind. Grow. 9 13 17 Ad K C A An stmL

3 3 3 i i 1 1

Aff. Level # Valid ji Not Velid.,. # Exem. 1 Con. Val., Age App.
Re Rs Va Or Ch

2 1 1 1.

Citizenship Exercises, Unreleased

The unreleased citizenship exercises relate to the same objectives,

so these objectives will be referred to by the outline identifications

rather than writing them out in detail.
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Objective I. Show Concern for the Welfare and Dignity of Others

66

Table 65 (Cu) lists that of four items prepared for sub-objective I Al

three were valid and exemplary.

Table .45 (Exercise Area)

Objective:

I A
Total #i Item Format Administered

9

Age
13

4

Levels

17

3

Ad

3

Cog,.

K C

2

A
Level
An S pu,

items [Comp. Wri. Ml.Ch. Comb. Ind.

2

,Grouo.

24 3

Aff. Level # Valid # Not Va lid Exem. if Con. Val. Age App.
Re Rs Va Or Ch

------

2 3 1 3 3 3

Table 66 (CU) exhibits the data relating to sub-objective I C. As in the

Table 66 (Exercise Areacoki )

Objective:

1 G -
Total II

Items
Item Format Administered

Ind. Grow
&e

9 13

Levels
17 Ad. K

Co:.

C A
Level
An S EZomp. Wri; M1 Ch. Comb.

4 1 3 3 1 2 2
.....................

Aff. evel # Valid

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIII

11 Not Valid # Exem. Ii Con. Vq]....__ABIAHR4._

Re Rs Va Or hCh.
1 2, 2 2

.41.4161h.0104.11004.11......01...100.0M0.0...., 6....*........
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previous case, tour exercises existed with three being judged valid. How.

ever, the investigator and panel members considered only two as good examples

for teacher use and appropriate for the intended ages.

The next objective, I D, had three exercises. Only one was judged

valid and exemplary. Table 67 (CU) reports these data.

Table 67 (Exercise Area CU )

-----........................--..........

Objective:

I D
Total # Item Format Administered A:e Levels Co: Level

Comp.

2

Wri. Ml. Ch. Comb.

1

Ind.

3

Group. 9

1

13

3

17 Ad

1

K CIA

2

An Sig._items

3

Aff. Level # Valid # Not Valid. # Exem. # Con. Val.. Age App.

Re Rs Va OrICh

1 2

The final sub-objective in the Objective I category had one example. As

revealed in Table 68 (Cu), it did not rank as having content validity.

Table a (Exercise Area GU )

Objective:

1 G

Total #

Items

Item Forma Administered A ..e Levels Co:. Level

dOmP. WElikatglEEEELIRL_GEDIE__ 9 13 17 Ad. K'C A An S E.

1
-............1....

1
--.---.1

Aff. .eve]. # Valid

.................................1

#,.Not Valid # Exem. # Con.i/11.4...16.9._AnEl.......

Re Rs Va Or Ch
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Objective II. Support Rights and Freedoms of All Individuals

Table 69 (CU) reports the data relating to the exercises for the first

sub - objective II A. The table connotes only one exercise generated, but

it was deemed valid by panel members.

Table69 (Exercise Area CU)

Objective:

il A
Total #
items

Item Format Administered A:e Levels Co:. Level
Com. Wri. Ml.Ch. Comb. Ind. Group. 13 17 Ad K C A An S AL.,_9

Aff. Level # Valid Not Vali ..# Exem.

--4,....------.......----

# Con. Val..1 Age App.
Re Rs Va Or Ch

1 1 1

The next sub...objective II B, had more exercises, four in number, but

panel members judged only two as having content validity. Table 70 (CU)

presents these data.

Objective:

Table 7/7 (Exercise Area CU )

Total #
Items

Item Format
omp. WI:. MI Ch.

Administered A:e Levels

# Valid # Not Valid
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Objective III. Help Maintain Law and Order
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The first sub-objective, III A, had only one item. As evidenced in

Table 71 (Cu), the panel members considered it to have content validity.

Table 1 (Exercise Area CU )

Objective:

.111 A
Total #
items

Item Format Administered A:e Levels Cog. Level
15m.. Wri. Ml.Ch. Comb. Ind. Cron.. 9 13 17 Ad FIC A An S g,

1 1 1

Aff. Level II Valid # Not Valid. 9 Exem # Con. Val.. Age App.
Re Rs Va OrtCh

Sub-objective III B had two exercises, and as indicated in Table 72

(CU), both had content validity. Note that both the cognitive and affective

domains are present.

Table lg (Exercise Area CU )

Objective:

Ill B
Total 9
Items

--------------4--------

2,

Item Format Administered Age Levels Co . Level
Comp. WI.:

2

VI.Ch2 Comb. Ind. Group 9 13 17 Ad. K'C A An'S E

2 1 1 1 1
,

.../.....maNamm....Awamowborl....100.4

Aff. _Level # Valid II Not Valid # Exem, # Con. VallAa1221_,,
Re Rs Va Or Ch 11011111111111111111111111111111

1 2 2 2 2
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The last sub-objective treated under this division was Ili F. As

denoted in table 73 (CU), only one item, deemed to have content validity,

was developed. However, there was some question as to whether this repre-

sented sophistication sufficient to challenge the adult population for

whom the exercise was intended.

Table 73 (Exercise Area CU )

Objective:

iii F
Total # Item Format Administered Age Levels Cog,. Level
items Comp. Wri. M1. Ch. Comb. Indt Group. 9 1 13 17 I Ad .KIC A AnISIA.4

Aff. Level # Valid # Not Valid Exem 11 Con. Val.. Age App.
Re Rs Va OrJ Ch .....-.---------..------.----.

.

I

....

Objective IV. Know the Main Structure and Functions of our Government

The first sub-objective considered in the unreleased section was

IV B. This objective, as revealed in table 74 (CU), was one of the few

having numerous exercises developed for it, Fifteen in ail. However,

quantity is not the only factor of note, for there exercises had over

fifty per cent of their number, eight In all, being considered as invalid.

Also, the investigator and panel members considered only five exercises

of sufficient quality as to warrant emulation by teachers in their
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exercise development. This is perhaps the largest concentration of poorly'

developed exercises.

Table74 (Exercise Area Cl.) )

Objective:

iV B
Total #
Items

Item Format Administered Age Levels Cog. Level
Come.'14ri: ia.ch. Comb. Ind. Grou 9 13 17 Ad. ICC A An S E.

15 4 3 9 7 8 5 7 6 7 10 4 l
........___

Aff,14mq___124lict it Not Valid i# Exem. I; Con. Val., Age App.
Re Rs Va Or Ch

_........_.................................___
9 5 1 I)

Sub-objective IV C data are reported in Table 75 (CU). Of four exer-

cises prepared, panel members indicated that three were valid. However,

only two were considered exemplary and appropriate for the ages intended.

Objective:

IV c

Table 15 (Exercise Area CU )

Total # Item Format Administered Age Levels Coy Level
items Com . Wri. Ml. Ch. Comb.

2

Ind. vg,Lsu22_9

4 1/

Ad KCAAnS,t,

Aff. Level
Re Rs Va Or Ch

Valid

3

Not Valid, # Exem. # Con. Val.. Age App.

1
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The last sub-objective covered in this division was TV D. There were

nine exercises prepared for this objective, but again we have a situation

in which over fifty per cent of the exercises are not valid. Additionally,

only three exercises qualified as exemplary, being appropriate to the

situation implied, and appropriate ror the ages intended. It should be

noted that items considered as inappropriate could be either too easy, too

difficult or not relevant to the concerns of the targeted population.

Table 76 (CU) reports these data.

Table 76 (Exercise Area CU )

Objective:

W D

Total II

Items
Item Format Administered A.e Levels Col. Levelomp. Wri:1141.Ch. Comb. Ind. Group 9

Z

13

7

17

5

Ad.

6
KjCIA

2

An S

1

E

9 5 1 3 g 1

Aff. Level # Valid # Not Valid I Exem. # Con. Val. Age App.Re Rs Va Or Ch

4 5 3 3 3

Objective V. Seek Community Improvement Through Active, Democratic
Participation

Sub-objective V B is the first objective for which exercises were

created. Table 77 (CU) discloses three exercises produced mith two

considered valid and exemplary.
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Table777 (Exercise Area CU )

73

-----------...-
Objective:

V 13
--............

Total #
items

Item Forthat Administered
Ind

1

Group.1

2

9 113

Age Levels
17

Z

Ad

3

Cog.

K C

1

A
Level
An

11

sig,Comp. Wri. MI.Ch. Comb.

3 1 2

Aff. Level # Valid Ii Not Valid. # Exem. # Con., Val..
M

Age App.
Re Rs Va Or Ch ..........----------

Z 1 2 2 2.

Table 78 (CO) reports the data re3ating to oubohjective V C. Of the

three exercises prepared, the panel considered all to he valid, however

only two were perceived as exemplars for teachers' use.

Table, (Exercise Area)

Objective:

)1 C:

Total 4t

Items
Item Format Administered A,e Levels Co:. Level

omp. Wri4M1.Ch. Comb. Ind. Group 9 13 17 Ad. KtC A An E

3 3 2 1 3 3 1 2

Aff. Level # Valid # Not Valid # Exem. # Con. Val. Ae A ,
Re'gs Va Or Ch

2 3 2 3 3
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Objective VI. Understand Problems of International Relations

There were four exercises prepared for this objective. The exercises

were not identified as to which of two sub-objectives was being considered;

therefore, these exorcises, as reported in Table 79 (CU), represent a

collapse of sub-objective categories. Of four exercises prepared, all

qualified as valid.

Objective:

V I

Tablej2 (Exercise Area CU )

VNINIM1.M.r

Total # Item Format Administered Age Levels Cot, Level

items 'Comp. Wric011.Ch. Comb. Ind. Group. 9 (13 17 Ad K C_IA_Ani S 4.

2 3 2 2, 2 2 1

. # Con: Val.. Age App.

2 4 4

Objective VII. Support Rationality in Communication, Thought, and
Action on Social Problems

Sub...objective VII A had six exercises prepared as denoted in Table

80 (CU). Observation of the table reveals that only two exercises quail..

tied as having cot validity.
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TableSO (Exercise Area)

Objective:

Vii A
Total #
Items

Item Format Administered Ae Levels Co :. Level
omp. Wri; M1 Ch. Comb. Ind. Grous 9 13 17 Ad.LA An S E

4, 2 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3

Aff. evel # Valid # Not Valid # Exem. # Con. Val. Age App.
Re Rs Va Or Ch

2. 4 2 2 2

Only one exercise was present to measure sub-objective VII B.

Table 81 (Cu) motes the pertinent data. The panel members did consider

the sole exercise as having content validity and being exemplary.

Table 81 (Exercise Area.CU )

Objective:

Vii B
Total

isemE___Amtatil.M1,Ch.
# Item Format Administered A:e Levels Co. Level

Comb. Ind. Group.. 13 17 Ad K C A An S E

1

Aff. Level # Valid Not Valid # Exem. # Con. Val.. A:e Ai)!
Re RsVa Or Ch
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Sub-objective VII C also had only one exerclue, also valid. Table

82 (CO presents the information.

Table $2 (Exercise Area CU )

Objective:

VII C

111......1/111

Total i

Items
Item Format

Comp.

I

va.ch. Comb.
Administered Age Levels Co . Level
Ind. Grou 13 17 1Ad. ICC A An S j,E

Aff. Level # Valid # Not Valid 0 Exem.
Ee Rs'Va OrCh

1

Ii Con. Val. Age App.

1 1

....10........11

Continuing the one-item trend, Table 83 (CU) reports the data relating

to sub-objective VII D. The sole item was valid.

Table $ a (Exercise Area)

Objective:

VII D
Total #
items

Item Format Administered A:e Levels Co. Level
Comp. Wri. M1.Ch. Comb. Ind. Group. 9 13 17 Ad K C A An S A,

1 1

'"'"'''''''.
Aff. Level # Valid

"Ir"'"'''''''''''''''''"'"'"""'"""
Not valkij Exem. # Con. Val.. Age ApP,

Re Rs Va OrICh
,,.

1

41.1.1WM.1.
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The final sub-objective for VII, objective Vi 1 F, also had only one

exercise. Panel judges determined that it was valid. Table 84 (Cu)

discloses the data.

Objective:

VH F

Table $4 (Exercise Area C U )

Total # Item Format Administered __Am...Levels Cog., Level
items Corn . Wri. Ml. Ch. Comb. Ind. Group. 9 113 17 'AA d CAAn Sig,

Aff. Level a Valid
Re Its Va Or Ch

1

a Not Valid. Exem. # Con. Val.. Age App.

1

Objective VIII. Take Responsibility for Own Personal Development and Obligations

Sub-objective VIII A had four items. Observation of Table 85 (Cu) re-

veals that nanel judges determined all exercises valid and exemplary.

Table 95 (Exercise Area GU )

Objective:

VIII A

Total #

k...
Items

4

Item Format Administered Age
9 13

Levels
17 Ad.

Cot.

ICC A
Level
An S'EComp. Wri: 11a.Ch. Comb. Ind. Group

4 4 2 l 1

Aff. Level

................00..............
:,1 Valid as Not .......Valitl.4.2E)..Val.AeA .._a...

Re Rs Va

2)

OrMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIII

1 4

---- _

4 4 4
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Sub-objective VIII C was the next objective repro vented by exercises.

Table 86 (Cu) reports that only one item wan developed for this objective.

Panel judges considered it valid and exemplary.

Table $(o (Exercise Area CU )

-Objective:

Vtil C

Total I
items

Format Administered Abe Levels 1 cos, Level.
Calrim_....z22._..14.1.Ch.CoLCCAAn186

11 I 1

AF f. Level 0 Valid __A.Not Valid. ExentIC.21.. Val.. Age Ape.
Re-iiVOr Ch

Objective I.X. Help and Respect Their Own Families (Ages 9, 13, 17)
Nuture the Development of Their Children as Future Citizens (Adult)

As indicated previously, this objective had two for geared to two

age groupings. Two exercises were synthesized for sub-objective A for adults

as indicated in Table 87 (CU).

Table 97 (Exercise Area CU )

Objective:

tX A___.........
Total 0

21ems.......os.1241.4_rffl--------L11,,Ch.Cemb.

2,

Item Format Administered Age Levels Co.. Level
Ind. Grow 9 13 '17 Ad. WC A An S E

1 1 2, Z
.1..**114,.....10011~1.01

A f

-.----.

Level # Valid# Not Valid # Exem, # Con. Val. A e A .
.

Re Rs Va Or Ch
...

,

1 2
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Panel members agreed that both exercises were not valid.

Two exercises also were prepared for the 9, 13, 17 age grolp but these

exercises were geared to sub-objective 1X B. Again the judge* placed the

exercises iv the not valid category. These data are evident in Teie 88 (CU).

Table 83 (Exercise Area C.0

Objective:

DC. 13

Total #
items

Item Format Administered A:e Levels Co:. Level
Comp. Wri. Ml.Ch. Comb. Ind. Grou.. 9 13 17 Ad K C A An VA_

2 2 2

Af f . Level # Valid # Not Va lid # Exem. # Con. Val. Age App.

. ---........
Re Rs Va Or Ch

2

of Citizenshi. Exercises Released and Unreleased

This last section dealt with exercises designed to measure whether

individuals at several age levels had attained some level of understanding

and commitment to various objectives within the domain of citizenship. Table

89 reports a summary of data relating to all of the citizenship objectives.

Skinning the table allows one to see which objectives were stressed, which

were ignored regarding exercise representation, and the content validity of

these exercises. Other infoivation stressed in the previous citizenship

tables also is summarized. Detailed discussion of this table and some impli-

cations and considerations one needs to attend to are treated in some depth in

the discussion section of this report.
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SUMMARY TABLE
UNRELEASED

80
BEST COPY MAW

# Valid
mommommmmmo,..

TOTALS
MMMIM

Exercises
for I: 22

M.M.H.MS

Exercises

7%

for 13.
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TABLE
CITIZENSHIP

RELEASED AM)

i Objective # of
-s,-

°

rIMMirrairiMINMS
Ill

Item Format

Milli! III
IA 9

arniii

Admin. Ae Levels Cog, Lev.

IIII
IIII

9

I

111

111

1

1

IMP
MI

_ ,.
I

: 4!

8

,.....

1

11112

:

2

. ...... _ . .. .

VA
'6.

vs 3 2

1VI

VD

10

yr o IIII
VIA 9 Mil

III. 1 8 ..4. 4..2..41_ _._2..

VIB 0 -W..

VIIA 12

11111111101111111111111111111 WPM

I

2

9

I

46
21

8IImilli

111111

VI1B 2

VIIC 1 1 1 1

vIrD 3 III 3

VILE o

2

IIImum
IMRE

VIIP 2

8

11111111111

1

22

4-1-VIIIA 8 1111
11111111111111mm 0

VIIIC 1

1-

1I

1IDI

11111 1I

111 111E
0n

---.-,4

Grand
Totals 152
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Affective Level
# Valid

X

2

# not Valid

X

1

# Exem.

2

11111111111111

111111111111111111

111111111111111

111111111111MINI1111111111111

MEN
11111

I 11111III MIMI
1111111111111111111111111

11111111111111
111111101111111111M111111101111IMRE-
RIMIan
MMUS
11111111111111

111111AIME

8 2

1 8

# Con.
Val

Age App,

2

88

1

3 3

3 3

1 1

6 6

TOTALS

Exercises
for V: 17

Exercises
for VI: 9
6%

Exercises
for VII: 20
13%

Exercises
for VIII: 9
6

2
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In considering the content validity of exercises, that is, their

representativeness of the ideal population measuring a behavior(s) or in-

formation, one also contemplates the issue of reliability. Reliability

can be approached in three ways; first from a stance of asking questions

related to stability, dependability, and predictability. A second approach

is concerned with accuracy while the third approach is concerned with random

or chance error (Kerlinger, p. 430).

If we define reliability through error then the more error the greater

the unreliability and conversely the less error the greater the reliability.

Of course, anyone designing exercises and testing instruments desires to

have the greatest reliability, that is, the least amount of error.

NAEP had some special problems in determining reliability and this

is discussed in some depth in the Task I report. Basically, NAEP did not

have an instrument to test, but rather, items administered independently.

Therefore, NAEP did not have any instrument on which they could run relia-

bility figures. But they did address the issue of reliability by deter-

mining the standard error of each exercise.

This lack of a total reliability for social studies and citizenship

.exercises might put us at a slight disadvantage for we really cannot discuss

the reliability of the total pool of exercises. But, from observing the

standard errors of the individual exercises, one can obtain some insight

into the accuracy dimension. Furthermore, one needs to remember that the

content validity also was determined on individual exercises and not the
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total pool of exercises. Again, those readers wishin;,, greater depth of

discussion should refer to the Task I report.

Inter. -Rater Reliability

Since the content validity depended upon the judgment of the major

investigator and three members of a review panel, the question of inter.

rater reliability is important. The prime concern of all members was the

content validity of the exercises and whether they could be used as ex-

amples. Therefore, one is interested in seeing if the four individuals

involved reacted in similar, if not identical, ways to the exercises.

At the beginning of the analysis, the major investigator decided

that all judges would have to agree as to the content validity of the ex-

ercises. This, of course, required that judges, after their initial inde-

pendent reactions, had to have an opportunity or opportunities to discuss

their perceptions and judgments. This opportunity was provided and the in-

vestigator was most pleased and even surprised that all judges agreed ini-

tially as to the content validity and exemplary qualities of 95 per cent of

the exeercises. This agreement was on exercises analyzed independently.

Little difficulty was.experienced in attaining consensus with regard to

the remaining percentage of exercises. Thus, all the exercises as reported

141 this document represent total agreement by judges regarding content

validity and exemplary qualities. But, the reader should realize that this

final judgment was arrived at collectively, not independently. It is of

interest that 100 per cent agreement as to which exercises were outstandingly

good or bad also was present.
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Readers may feel that this is too good to be true. However, one must

remember that the major investigator was most careful to select for the

review panel individuals who had great expertise in the area of social

studies education and also were most competent in the realm of questions.

Summary

This section considered the results of the social studies and citizen-

ship exercises, both released and unreleased. Tables reporting the data

were presented for reader analysis. Since the tables are rather complete,

there was no need for detailed prose description of the data. Tables pre-

sented data relating to each objective and sub-objective for which exer-

cises were written. Individuals wishing detail as to which exercises the

panel members consider as not having content validity are directed to read

the tables in Appendix A.

Discussion of
ectives

Social Studies Exercises, Released

In the discussion, the sub-objective categories have been collapsed,

and therefore comments relate to each of the major objectives, e.g., I,

II, III, IV, and V. However, general impressions will be given about all

of the exercises relating to their validity, appropriateness and other im-

portant elements. Points pertinent to the exorcises will be inserted

where appropriate. Some of these points may relate to trends as well as

relationships extant between certain exercises and particular factors

considered. Table 90, found on page 93, reports summary data for
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both released and unreleased social studies exercises. The reader may wish

to view this table before reading about the exercises for specific objectives.

Objective I. Have Curiosity About Human Affairs

There were nine exercises for this major objective in the released

category. The majority of the exercises utilized the combination format and

relied solely on individual administration. All age levels were represented.

The majority of the exercises possessed content validity, seven in total,

and were effective models for teacher use. Both the cognitive and affective

domains were represented, with the loading on the lower levels of both

taxonomies: knowledge and comprehension, and/or receiving and responding.

These cognitive and affective levels seem appropriate for the objective

only aims at assessing an individual's basic understanding and willingness

to attend to the realm of human affairs.

Objective II. Use Analytic-Scientific Procedures Effectively

There were twenty-seven exercises prepared for this objective. The

formats represented all except combination. Exercises were about equally

distributed between individually administered and group administered, and

all age levels were present. Again, panel judges determined the majority

of items to be valid, with twenty-two in that category. Most were of

good quality for imitation by teachers. However, the investigator and

judges considered far fewer items to be appropriate for the age levels

intended. Some items were too easy or difficult for some of the ages and

were appraised to require some reworking for individuals at particular

ages to handle them. Of special note is that all levels of the cognitive

ti-
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taxonomy were represented, but most were at the lower cognitive levels. In

this subtest the item makers were more concerned with whether individuals

knew process rather than being able to apply process. Three of the items

were considered to have identifiable affective levels with two of the items

at the bottom affective level. Overall, the judges considered the exercises

of good quality.

Objective III. Are Sensitive to Creative-Intuitive Methods of Explaining
the Human Condition

Exercises in this category numbered eight. Again all formats are

represented. The majority of the exercises were group administered and

all ages were represented. The review panel classified all exercises as

having content validity and being useful as examples for teachers. Both

the cognitive and affective taxonomies are represented, with a spread of

levels present but favoring, in terms of numbers, the higher cognitive

levels. The panel members listed five exercises at the analysis level.

This emphasis at the analysis level is encouraging for it indicates the

exercise development concerned with assessing if individuals comprehend

the basic assumptions and interrelationships relating to the use'of methods

and the human condition.

Objective IV. Have Knowledge Relevant to the Major Ideas and Concerns
of Social Scientists

This objective had by far the most exercises, forty-seven in all.

The majority were multiple choice in format and were group administered,

and all ages were represented almost equally. With regard to content

validity, the panel judged the majority as valid, but a significant number,
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ten in all, were considered not valid. This represented the highest

proportion of exercises not having content validity among all objectives

for the released social studies grouping. With regard to the cognitive and

affective levels, both domains were represented. Sill the loading was at

the knowledge and comprehension levels and the receiving level. Yet five

exercises existed at the application level and three qualified as analysis.

Two exercises were at the organiza,.ion level in the affective domain.

The judges discerned a definite trend that exercises designed spe-

cifically for age 9 were predominantly at the knowledge and/or comprehension

levels. It appears that the exercise developers worked under the assump-

tion that young pupils were incapable of handling questions at higher

cognitive levels. Of course, as previously stated, all the exercises

revealed a predominant emphasis on questions at the lower levels.

From analysis of these exercises it became apparent that one had a

better chance of having a question have content validity at the lower cogni..

tive levels. Tersely put, these exercise developers experienced a higher

failure rate as they attempted to develop high cognitive level exercises.

Objective V. Rave a Reasoned Comnitment to the Values that Sustain a
Free Society

Twenty-two exercises were geared to this objective. Again, three of

the four major formats were represented. Most of the exercises uere group

administered and equally distributed among the ages of 13, 17, and Adult.

The judges had total consensus that all exercises possessed content valid-

ity. Of some note is the fact that all exercises involved both cognitive

and affective objectives and that they represnted the upper levels, analysis,
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synthesis, and evaluation in the cognitive domain; and valuing, organiza-

tion, and characterization in the affective domain. This type of situation

did not exist as frequently as the investigator and judges would have liked.

General Discussion of Released Social Studies Exercises

The primary point is that the overwhelming majority of exercises

possess content validity and are appropriate for use as examples by teachers.

However, it is of some concern that the exercises largely stress the lower

cognitive domains, knowledge and comprehension. Furthermore, it is clearly

evident that the lower the age level for the exercise, the lower the cogni-

tive domain. This conflicts with the overall educational goal of fostering

student thinking. Judges felt that many exercises possessing content

validity could be reworked to raise the cognitive level at which tar''

populations could respond.

From the investigator's review of curriculum guides and social studies

programs it seems that the majority of the exercises contained content

fairly representative of that covered in most schools in the country. With

regard to the released social studies exercises, it did not appear that the

content of the exercises put any group at a great disadvantage. Of course,

the type of response to particular exercises would and did vary depending

upon one's culture or racial group as well as prior experience. However,

diversity in response with regard to these exercises did not penalize the

individual.

Also, the exercises seemed to cover topics that were for the most part

relevant to the neefs and interests of most students. Several exercises
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dealt with prejudice and stereotypes as well as with some of the problems

facing majorities.

A point worthy of some consideration is that persons having difficulty

in reading might be at a disadvantage on those objective exercises group

administered. One did need some competence in reading to interpret the
questions.

Social Studies Exercises, unreleased

Objective I. Have Curiosity About Human Affairs

Only five exercises existed to measure this objective and all were

individually administered. The exercise represented all age levels, ex-

cept age 17. The judges considered all the exercises to be valid as well

as exemplary and appropriate for the ages indicated. Once again, the ex-
ercises stress student functioning at the lower cognitive levels; never-
theless, both the cognitive and affectivedomains are represented. Alto,
the nature of the objective suggests having just basic knowledge and a

willingness to attend°

Objective 11. Use Analytic-Scientific Procedures Effectively

In the unreleased social studies exercises, almost an identical num-
ber of exercises existed for this objective as with the released- ..twenty..

four for unreleased, twenty-seven for released. The combination format

was the only one not represented. This was also true with the released
exercises. The items were primarily group administered and geared to the
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four age groups. Percentagewise, the unreleased exercises were better
with regard to content validity. Panel members only judged one exercise
as not having

content validity. Members considered all exercises appro-priate as examples. As was true with the released exercises for this
objective, these exercises loaded primarily at the lower cognitive levels,
but there was a difference in that eight exercises were coded at the
analysis level. No discernable

affective level was noted.

Objective III. Are Sensitive to
Creative-intuitive Methods of Explainingthe Human Condition

This major objective had only five exercises,, Writing and multiple
choice were the two formats represented. The majority of exercises, four,were group administered and were geared to each age group. The review
panel considered all exercises as valid and exemplary and appropriate forthe ages. It is encouraging to note that two of the exercises were at
the cognitive level of analysis. The affective dimension was not dis-
cernable. Perhaps this reflects the difficulty of writing exercises that
"zero in" on the factor of sensitivity.

Objective IV. Have Knowledge Relevant to the Major Ideas and Concernsof Social Scientists

Similar to the released social studies exercises, a relatively greaternumber of exercises were prepared for this objective. Specifically,
thirty-six exercises were prepared of which thirty-three were multiple
choice and group administered. Al], age levels were represented. However,there was a significant

number of exercises, twelve, judged as not valid.
This pattern duplicated most for the released social studies exercises.
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Also, the cognitive levels of these exercises were at the knowledge and

comprehension levels of the cognitive taxonomy. Panel members concluded

that no identification of the affective level was possible with any degree

of certainty. The panel members also felt that the item developers were

again functioning under the assumption that questions designed specifically

for nine-year-olds should, be at the lower cognitive levels.

Objective V. Have a Reasoned Commitment to the Values that Sustain aFree Society

There were eleven exercises for this objective. Only the completion

format was not present. AU ages were covered in the exercise pool. Again,

the judges classified all exercises as possessing content validity and

appropriateness for teacher use. The cognitive emphasis was on both com-

prehension and synthesis, and the affective level was strongly represented

with eight exercises at the characterization level. In fact, the panel

judges felt that some of these exercises exemplified the best attempts at

assessing the affective domain.

General Discussion of Unreleased Social Studies Exercises

The unreleased exercises emphasize similar points, contents, expe-

riences, concerns, attitudes, and interests as the released exercises.

Much of what was said regarding the released exercises could be reiterated

here. This is not surprising since bot4 released and unreleased exercises

were drawn from the same exercise pool.

Again, exercises that would be answered differently by various racial

or ethnic groups are present, but it seems that diversity in response was
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accepted, from the observation of the responses given by individuals and

considered appropriate.

As previously mentioned, the exercises overall require reading skills

and thus might put individuals with reading difficulty at some disadvantage.

The overall emphasis on the lower cognitive dimension is of some con-
cern, but the judges did feel that most exercises could be reworked to

cater to high cognitive and affective levels.

General Comments Regarding Social Studies Exercises

Table 90 records the data related to both the released and unreleased

social studies exercises. The table is a repeat of Table 40 and is pre-

sented again to serve as the focus for a more detailed discussion. Perhaps
the most significant point to consider is that of the 194 exercises prepared
for social studies, 85 per cent (164) of them were considered valid by the

investigator and the panel members. This should enable us to have some

degree of faith in the exercises as being truthful in measuring what they
state they are measuring.

But just looking at the overall percentage of exercises can be mis-

leading for not all objectives are represented by equal numbers of exercises,

and also the exercises emphasize difttrent co, utivc and affective levels.
Of even more concern is the fact that several objectives are not repre-

sented by any exercises or are represented by exercises that have been
judged not valid.

Objectives 11 and IV had significantly more exercises prepared; 51
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and 83 exercises, respectively. Whether this suggests a hierarchy of

importance regarding the objectives remains to be seen. Perhaps this

loading is due to the objectives themselves; Objective II relates to wheth-

er individuals use the analytic-scientific procedures. With the emphasis

upon process today, perhaps this distribution of exercises reflects current

curricular status. if,mever, thisr inference is somewhat suspect, for if

process were thug emphasis, the exercises would not cluster at the lower

cognitive levels, but would emphasize application, analysis, synthesis, and

evaluation. Perhaps the number of exercises is related to the number of

sub-divisions in the objectives. For example, Objective IV has six:sub-di-

visions. Also, this objective relates to the knowledge and understanding

of the major social sciences which entails a major dimension of social

studies.

But if MEP has stated that social studies learning should be related

to five major objectives, then all dimensions of these objectives should be

represented by exercises. That no exercises exist for Objectives II B,

II F, III C and V D and that only one exercise exists for Objectives III A

and IV A makes it impossible to assess if individuals are demonstrating

behaviors couched in the objectives. The absence of exercises or a minimal

number of exorcises makes i'.., insuperable to make any statement regarding

whether individuals have certain understandings, commitments, or capabili-

ties. Therefore, NAEP needs to either eliminate these sub-objectives or to

create exercises for then.

When one considers only the major categories of objectives, e.g. Ob-

jective I, Objective II, and so forth, these lack of exercises
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are not as evident, and persons might misinterpret assessment data to state

that individuals at certain age levels possess particular behaviors when

in fact no exercises existed to make such an assessment. For instance, no

exercises exist for Objective II F "Use data and evaluative criteria to

make decisions." However, when just considering the overall Objective II

',Use Analytic-scientific procedures effectively," one might think that

persons could use data to make decisions, yet there is no information

gathered on which to base such a statement.

This lack of exercises is a most serious defect in the assessment

procedure and this investigator urges NAEP to develop exercises for each

sub-objective or to eliminate ;,hose sub-objectives lacking exercises.

Also, this investigator would encourage that the overweighting and under-

weighting of objectives be corrected or that a statement be issued that

certain sub-objectives are more important than others and should be rank

ordered.

There are numerous ways to analyze the exercises, such as clustering)

directionality, and difficulty level. These were not the concerns of the

Task Two work force; however, it did appear that many of the exercises did

represent clustering; but for the most part the clustering existed within

items, that is, the sub-components of exercises related to a particular

stimulus.

Regarding directionality, NAEP, in discussing the exerAses, stated

that all exercises are scorable or must be scorable in a desired direction,

which means that they must possess directionality. All exercises exhibited
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this, although in many instances great diversity of responses was

accepted. In those exercises
stressing the affective domain, directionality

was more difficult to determine because of the open-endedness of the exer-
cises. As for directionality that measured change over time, the panel
could not determine this from considering exercises administered once.
But if exercises are to be given at various time periods then directional-
ity can be assessed to some degree. In national assessment, one is inter.
ested not only in the current level of social studies understandings, but
also in whether over time the level of achievement, skill use, and atti-
tudes improve.

Age appropriateness is related to the difficulty factor of the exer-
cises. In the opinion of the judges, the majority of exercises, both
released and unreleased, were of proper difficulty level, but in some

instances, exercises were too difficult for nine-year-olds. In some in-
stances where a question of age appropriateness appeared regarding the
upper age levels, the panel members felt that the exercises were too

easy or could be used at a lower level than indicated.

Citizenship Exercises, Released

The next two sections deal with citizenship exercises, both released
and unreleased. Summary data for these exercises is presented in Table 91,
which is found on pages 113. and 112. This table repeats the information
presented in Table 89. The reader may wish to review these tables before
reading the following paragraphs.
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Objective I. Show Concern for the Welfare and Dignity of Others

Ten exercises represented this objective with all formats used and

the majority of the exercises administered individually. The items

clustered at the three upper age levels. With regard to content val-
idity, the panel members considered only five exercises to be valid.

This seems unusually low, and perhaps indicates the difficulty of devel-
oping items that measure whether individuals show concern for others. One
would expect that in addition to the cognitive domain, that exercises de-
signed for this objective would cater to the affective domain. Ho4ever,
only four exercises exemplified a level of the affective domain and all

exercises centered on the knowledge level.

Objective II. Support Rights and Freedoms of All Individuals

In all, NAEP had six exercises to assess this objective. The major-
ity of them used the combination format and were administered individually.
Exercises catered to all age levels, with a loading on age 13. Panol

members determined that five exercises were valid and exemplary. Bah
domains were represented, with the cognitive domain stressing the knowl-
edge and comprehension levels, while the affective domain emphasized the
three upper affective levels.

Some of the exercises could have had their cognitive and affective

levels raised by presenting situations in which individuals would have to
demonstrate that they had indeed supported rights and freedoms. This concern
was evidenced when the review members considered that only three exercises
had context validity, that is, they represented situations in which the
context. was appropriate for having individuals truly demonstrating the

behavior.
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Objective III. Help Maintain Law and Order

The four exercises developed for this objective divided between the

writing and combination formats. All were individually administered and

represented all age levels. The panel classified all exercises as valid

with regard to the objective being measured and considered all to have

exemplary qualities.

It seems that with the current concern for law and order that more

exercises might have been developed and that they could have been at

levels other than the cognitive level of comprehension. A raising of the

cognitive level would require from individuals more than just an understanding

of the need for law and order and would actually assess whether persons in-

volved themselves with maintenance of law and order. One exercise did

qualify as being at the organization level of the affective domain.

Objective IV. Know the Main Structure and Functions of Our Government

This objective had a heavy loading of exercises, eighteen in all,

with the majority utilizing the completion format. Most exercises were

administered individually and centered on the mid age groupings of 13 and

17. In this instance, we again discuss another large grouping of exer-

cises deemed to lack content validity. The judges thought that the exer-

cises were geared only to whether individuals possess knowledge of our

government and could comprehend the basic components. In assessing this

citizenship objective, one should be concerned with whether individuals

are cognizant of and can recognize basic assumptions of our government

and can utilize such understanding in specific situations.
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Panel members considered only eight of the eighteen exercises as good
examples for teachers* use. Also, members noted that numerous exercises
were not appropriate for the ages indicated. Some of the exercises were
too easy for 17-year-olds and adults. This failing might be due to the
fact that the questions were at the lower

cognitive levels. Seventeen-
year-olds and adults can certainly function at higher levels. A trend
noted with regard to the social studies exercises also was evident in
these citizenship exercises for this objective; that is, a tendency to
gear the exercises for the ages of 9 and 13 to the lower cognitive levels,
usually the knowledge level. This seems to indicate that exercise devel-
opers perceive teachers in the schools as just stressing facts. Of course,
this may reflect the present situation more than many of us are willing to
admit. The emphasis may also reflect the popular belief that if citizens
know a few facts, that is all that is necessary.

Objective V. Seek Community Improvement Through Active, DemocraticParticipation

Eleven exercises assessed this objective. Most were administered
individually and used the combination format. Although all age levels
were involved, the majority of the exercises were for adults; only one was
for nine-year -olds and two for 13-year-olds. This reflects somewhat the
nature of the objective, but it does seem to suggest that community is
defined as being outside the school and therefore not appropriate for
young children. Further, it suggests that there is perhaps a lack of ac-
tivities in the schools in which children can function in democratic ways.
If this is so, it suggests a need to rethink our goals, for certainly, young
persons require experiences in community involvement both inside and outside
the school.
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The investigator and the panel
members classified most exercises as

valid and exemplary. It may be of some interest that several levels of
the cognitive domain were represented and that some exercises loaded on
the highest affective level. This is consistent with the nature of the ob-
jective, for if one is to be involved, one has to demonstrate or indicate
behaviors that reveal a type of conduct characterized by certain value sets.

Objective VI. Understand Problems of International Relations

xerciseb designed to assess this objective numbered five, with all
exercises being essay format and individually administered. The exercises
concentrated on the cognitive levels of knowledge and comprehension, as
well as synthesis. The affective level of characterization was represented
also. The tendency to design questions for nine-year-olds at the knowledge
level was apparent.

Objective VII. Support Rationality in Communication, Thought, andAction on Social Problems

NAEP had ten exercises for this objective with all formats used except
the completion. The manner of administration

was divided almost elually
between individual and group, and all age levels were represented. Judges
considered six exercises valid and four not valid. It is interesting to
note that the

comprehension level had the most
exercises--six. Thus it

seems that many of the exercises measure whether individuals comprehended
what rational action and thought are; however, three exercises were coded
as having the valuing and organization levels of the affective domain.

Judges felt that at least one exercise in this grouping, exercise 12,
had a racial bias. Certainly the entire realm of social problems would
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be viewed differently by minorities than by the majority.

Objective VIII. Take Responsibility for Own Personal Development and
Obligations

This objective had four exercises. The exercises involved the formats

of multiple choice and combination. Four were administered individually

and all age groups were represented. Of the four exercises, panel members

judged only two as valid and exemplary. Part of the 4ifficulty may be

that three of the exercises were at the knowledge level. If one wishes to

determine if individuals are assuming responsibility, one needs to have the

majority of exercises above this level and specifically relating to the

upper levels of the affective domain. Only two of the exercises were con-

sidered to represent affective categories, valuing and organization, re-

spectively.

With regard to exercises at this level, one may find that individuals

from minorities and/or disadvantaged groups may not be able to respond

positively. Also, some individuals are so concerned with present-day

realities, that they do not have time for planning for the future. The

investigator and panel members concluded that this objective, especially

the sub-objectives, reflect middle class value standards. The judges did

not classify these values as good or bad, but the reader should note that

these values are being emphasised in this particular objective.

Objective IX. Help and Respect Their Own Families (Ages 9, 13, 17)
Nurture the Development of Their Children as Future
Citizens (Adult)

The six exercises prepared for this objective were equally divided

among the completion and combination formats and among individual and group
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ade.nistration. All age levels were treated. However, only three exer

cises qualified as valid and exemplary. Many of the exercises just asked

for descriptive types of information rather than whether individuals

helped or respected their families. For example, one exercise queried if

children had brothers or sisters. Certainly, one cannot assess if one

helps or indeed respects their families from such a question.

It is significant also that only six exercises were used for this ob.

jective. This objective can bring home whether individuals are putting

into their actions much of what citizenship is all about; being the

effective citizen and having concern for individuals.

General Discussion of Released Citizenship Exerciser

Perhaps the most significant point with regard to the citizenship ex
!

ercises released is that over 30 per cent of the exercises did not possess

content validity. This is a different story from the social studies ex-

ercises. Also, the fact that the exercises stressed the lower cognitive

levels and did not emphasize the affective domain seems inconsistent with

the overall thrust of citizenship education. With regard to the cognitive

domain, the dominant use of exercises stressing the lower cognitive levels

for populations at age nine is not desirable. As with the social studies

exercises, certain objectives seemed to be favored with regard to number of

exercises. For example, Objectives I "Show concern for welfare and dignity

of others," IV "Know the main structure and functions of our government,"

V "Seek community improvement through active, democratic participation,"

and VII "Support rationality in communication, thought and action on
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social problems" had the most exercises; 10, 18, 11, 10, respectively.

Again, one queries why this is so. Does this imply the Objective IV, "Know

the main structure and functions of our governmentu is considered paramount

to being the knowledgable and effective citizen? It should be borne in

mind that this objective also had a large percentage, almost fifty per cent,

of the exercises in the not valid category.

Overall, the content stressed in the exercises appears to.parallel

that which would be covered in most schools in the country. However,

several exercises may be biased in favor of the middle-class value struc-

ture. This bias may put individuals from minority groups at a disadvan-

tage. Of course, if the purpose is just to assess, then one could argue

that an individual is not disadvantaged by being unable to respoad in an

appropriate manner. But, appropriate manner is the point that generates

arguments. Certainly, individuals from various minority groups will per-

ceive the exercises differently from individuals growing up in middle

class white America. However, one might argue that the regional differ-

ences might create in individuals as great a difference in perception.

Rather than fault the exercises on this point, one might just caution the

reader and educators interpreting the results to keep such information in

mind.

In general, there is legitimate reason for concern with the large

number of non-valid exercises and also with the dominant emphasis on knowl-

edge and comprehension. Citizenship is generally regarded as something

more than remembering facts and comprehending what is read or said. Cit-

izenship is using one's information and recognizing how one can apply this

information to function effectively in this country and world.
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As a group, the investigator and the panel members are not as impressed

with the released citizenship exercises as with the released soclal studies

exercises.

Citizenship Exercises, Unreleased

Objective I. Show Concern for the Welfare and Dignity of Others

Objective I had twelve exercises representing all four formats. Ten

exercises were individually administered and all age levels were represented,

with emphasis at ages 13 and adult. Panel review members judged seven ex-

ercises as having content validity. 0114 six exercises qualified as being

exemplary. With regard to the cognitive domain, the exercises centered on

both the knowledge and comprehension levels. The major investigator felt

that many items could have been rewritten to make them valid for the ob-

jective intended and also to raise their cognitive level. Also, since the

objective was related to individuals showing concern for others, one would

have anticipated more of the exercises having clearly discernible affec-

tive levels. The major reason for considering some exercises not exemplary

was that they did not measure the intended objective; however, some items

were valid, but could have been more stimulating or been at a higher in-

terest level for individuals.

Objective II. Support Rights and Freedoms of All Individuals

Five exercises were present for this level. Multiple choice was the

d6minant format. The majority of the exercises were group administereA,

and they stressed all of the age levels. The review members ranked only

three exercises as valid. All of the exercises grouped around the two lowest

cognitive levels.
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It is of some interest that one of the exercises in this grouping,

item # 16, unreleased, was considered by the major investigator and all

members of the review panel to be one of the best exercises of all those

developed. This exercise had content validity with regard to this objec-

tive and two others, V and VII. Furthermore, it represented both the cog-

nitive and affective domains, analysis and organization, respectively. The

review panel classified the exercise as most exemplary in that it utilized

a meaningful format, combination, and allowed the respondent to become in-

volved in reacting rather than just functioning from memory.

Objective III. Help Maintain Law and Order

This objective had four exercises, three of which were essay formats

and one multiple choice. All were individually administered with repre-

sentation for all ages. Panel members and the major investigator dis-

cerned all exercises to be valid and exemplary. However, the members

thought that the exercises unduly stressed the lower cognitive levels,

although one exercise was considered to represent the organization level

in the affective domain.

Objective IV. Know the Main Structure and Functions of Our Government

This objective had a great many exercises prepared for it- -twenty-eight.

All formats were represented and exercises were about equally distributed

between individually or group administered. All age levels were stressed,

with almost equal numbers for ages 13, 17 and adult. As with the released

items for this objective, many exercises were not valid. In fact, fifty

per cent (14) of the exercises failed to qualify as having content validity.
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Judges decided that even fewer exercises warranted beint classified as ex-

emplary or appropriate for the targeted ages. A main criticism of the

judges, with the concurrence of the investigator, was that the exercises

measured only knowledge of specific facts and such a cognitive level was

not consistent with whether individuals really comprehended their govern-

ment, its function and purposes. This reaction relates to the fact that

citizenship functioning is something more than the mere regurgitation of

facts.

Also, there was a repeat of the tendency for exercises designed for

the nine-year-olds to stress knowledge. Overall, one could say that all

of the items tended to emphasize the lower cognitive levels. Many of the

exercises were considered too easy, especially for the 17-year-olds and

adults. Some of the exercises were poor examples because of the use of

words that might not be clearly understood by the targeted populations.

Some exercises, e.g., exercise 6, in this grouping violated rules of item

construction such as making the correct discriminator unusually long in

relation to the other options. The major criticism of this grouping of

exercises is that the exercises overwhelmingly test for knowledge of spe-

cific facts.

Objective V. Seek Community Improvement Through Active, Democratic
Participation

Six exercises were prepared for this objective. All formats except

completion were used and the exercises were administered equally between

individual and group. The two upper age levels were the only ones repre-

sented. The review panel found the majority, five, of the exercises to be
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valid and appropriate for the intended ages. Both taxonomy domains were

represented. In the cognitive domain there was a spread of representa-

tions, while in the affective domain, the exercises concentrated at the

upper level, characterization.

This grouping had one of the outstanding items as well. It was Item

18, which stressed the cognitive level of analysis and the affective level

of characterization. The prime reason for the very favorable classifica-

tion was that the exercise appeared likely to involve the respondents in

reacting to the question.

Objective VI. Understand Problems of International Relations

Of the four exercises created for this objective, panel members

judged all to be valid. All age levels were represented with most of the

exercises being administered individually. All formats were used except

the completion one. As is quite typical of these citizenship exercises,

there was a heavy loading on the lower cognitive levels.

Objective VII. Support Rationality in Communication, Thought and Action
on Social Problems

In total, ten exercises were developed for this major objective. All

formats, excepting the completion format, were used with the exercises,

most of which were administered individually. There was almost equal dis-

tribution of the exercises among the four age levels. Again, panel members

noted only six exercises as having content validity. The cognitive levels

of these exercises centered at the comprehension level which seemed to offer

additional evidence that the majority of the exercises favored just
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comprehension of citizenship factors rather than possessing the ability to

use and act upon information relating to citizenship. It seems that an ex-

ercise designed to assess whether one supports the process of rationality

should have the upper levels of the affective domain represented. However,

judges did not code any exercises as having a clearly identifiable affec-

tive component.

Objective VIII. Take Responsibility for Own Personal Development and
Obligations

The review panel classified five exercises relating to this objective.

All used the combination format and four were administered on an individual

basis. All age levels were represented. Even though there were few ex-

ercises, members rated all as valid and exemplary. It became evident to

the judges that in most cases where many of the exercises were valid in

citizenship, there usually was also a higher incidence of affective levels.

Objective IX. Help and Respect Their Own Families (Ages 9, 13, 17)
Nurture the Development of Their Children as Future
Citizens (Adults)

The review of the exercises relating to this objective revealed the

only instance in which panel members judged all of the exercises developed,

only four, invalid. Panel members considered the questions to be more on

the nature of an inventory rather than assessing citizenship behavior. The

weakness of the exercises in the unreleased category parallel a similar

weakness discovered in the released citizenship exercises. Thus, judges

felt that this objective required a totally new set of exercises.

General Discussion of Unreleased Citizenship Exercises
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As was true with the released exercises, the panel members judged ap-

proximately thirty per cent of the exercises to be not valid. It is some-

what surprising that the percentages would be so similar for both the re-

leased and unreleased exercises.

Part of the difficulty may be that the exercises centered on measuring

knowledge and comprehension and neglected the upper levels of the cognitive

domain and many of the levels of the affective domain. Again, it appears

that the item developers consider that citizenship to a large extent is

equated with just knowledge of facts relating to presidents, governmental

agencies, dates, issues, and concerns. However, this investigator would

maintain that even if targeted populations answered all questions satis-

factorily, they would not have demonstrated to a great degree what is

meant by effective citizenship in today's education literature.

Overall, the content of the exercises seemed relevant to the area of

citizenship education. Lest this seem inconsistent with the above com-

ments, the investigator feels that many of the exercises focused on rele-

vant content areas, but failed to assess if individuals could process the

content at the upper cognitive levels or could demonstrate whether they

valued some dimensions of citizenship behavior and had incorporated these

values into their overall behavior.

The exercises reflect some norms for the functioning citizen in the

United States. Individuals from minority groups may respond differentially;

but, it depends upon how educators interpret the data As to whether the

persons from minority groups are at a disadvantage. Basing one's judgment

more on the cognitive-affective levels rather than content, it appears that
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the exercises, as a group, stress a "past" interpretation of the good

citizen, one who can cite names and dates, and list various legislation.

It seems that even the exercises having content validity were valid only

with regard to measuring the lower levels of cognition suggested in the ob-

jectives. Many of the exercises should be rewritten to assess if individ-

uals at the various age groups fully discern the basic reasons for the

political scene, fully realize why it is necessary to show concern for

one's fellow man, and completely comprehend generalizations relating to

the citizenship dimensions of man. Certainly, schools need information

on these matters if educators are to possess data useful for adjusting and

creating educational programs dealing with citizenship.

General Comments Regarding Citizenship Exercises

Observation of Table 91 provides all data for both released and un-

released citizenship exercises. As is true with the social studies exer-

cises, the citizenship exercises, both released and unreleased, favor cer-

tain objectives. Objective I "Show concern for the welfare and dignity of

others" had a total of 22 exercises prepared while Objective IV had 46 ex-

ercises. The emphasis on Objective IV, which deals with the main structure

and function of our government, suggests that citizenship, es conceived by

the exercise developers, is primarily political in emphasis. Citizenship

may be equated with political socialization. However, the overall objec-

tives would suggest a broader interpretation of citizenship that extends

beyond competence in matters governmental. Certainly, educators need to

have the total dimension of citizenship assessed by these exercises. It

would be important to know if the number of exercises per objective
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represents a conscious plan or is the result of just how the exercises

happened to fall as developed and approved.

n3

This overweighting of some objectives and underweighting of others is

a problem that needs attention. Also, several citizenship objectives had

no exercises at all: Sub-objectives I B, I E, III C, III D, IV F, V A,

V F, VI A, and VII E. Also, there were many objectives represented by

only one exercise: Sub-objectives I F, I G, III E, III F, IV A, V D, VII C.

In one instance the sole exercise was judged as not having content validity,

Sub-objective I G.

NAEP has by its objectives stated that citizenship basically concerns

certain things and has mentioned that the goal of national assessment is

to measure if individuals have attained those certain knowledges, attitudes,

skills. However, it has a large percentage or sub-objectives not repre-

sented by exercises and therefore lacks the basis to make statements that

individuals have or have not attained certain understandings, attitudes, or

skills. As mentioned with regard to the social studies exercises, this

investigator urges NAEP to either eliminate the sub-objectives for which no

exercises exist or to create valid exercises. Also, the investigator urges

that NAEP attend to the problem of a more equal distribution of exercises

among several objectives.

Not only did the investigator and the panel members find these gaps in

exercise existence, but of the total pool of exercises developed, 152, only

93 were judged as having content validity or 6l per cent. One needs to ex-

ercise extreme caution in assessing the level of citizenship functioning of
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individuals when 39 per cent of the exercises are not valid. Even fewer ex-

ercises were considered exemplary - -only 55 per cent.

With regard to clustering, many of the exercises utilized the combina-

tion format in which a series of sub-questions were based on one set of

stimulus material.

All exercises that measured the cognitive dimensions had direction-

ality in that they had correct or preferred answers. However, !-41e issue of

directionality is more difficult in those exercises dealing with the af-

fective domain in that such exercises do not have a correct or desired

answer in all instances. Of course, in some of the exercises a preferred

direction of response could be inferred.

As for difficulty level, the investigator and his panel members con-

sidered most valid exercises at appropriate difficulty levels for target

age groups. In situations where the panel indicated an exercise as not

appropriate for the age it was usually because the exercise was too easy

for the group rather than too difficult.

As a whole the investigator and the review panel regarded the citizen-

*hip exercises as not measuring up as well as the social studies exercises.

As previously stated, thirty-nine per cent failed to qualify as valid.

Additionally, many of the exercises having content validity were only as-

sessing the lower cognitive dimensions. Many of the exercises reflected

an interpretation that schooling is synonymous with fact gathering, re-

gurgitation of facts, and paraphrasing information.
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Final Comments

The investigator and the panel members spent numerous hours carefully

reviewing exercises and making judgments as to whether exercises were rep-

resentative of the content or the universe of content of the property

being measured. As a whole, the panel concurred with the investigator

that the social studies exercises as a total group, both released and un-

released, were superior to the citizenship exercises, both released and

unreleased, in that a greater percentage (85 per cent) of social studies

exercises possessed content validity.

But, even if one were to have found all the exercises possessing con-

tent validity, one still needs to query himself regarding the concept of

national assessment. If one is opposed to the concept, then no amount of

valid exercises will win him over. However, many believe that national

assessment has much to offer. Certainly educators require some feedback

in order to maintain what is effective in the schools both in the realms

of curriculum and instruction and to eliminate and/or modify that which

does not seem to measure up to our objectives.

But the task is not that simple. Assuming that all of the exercises

are valid and measure the upper levels of both the cognitive and affective

domains, one still cannot determine precisely if schools are to be praised

or blamed for the current levels of understanding and functioning of in-

dividuals in social studies and citizenship. Certainly, the schools are

not the only institutions in society that educate. Individuals do not

obtain all of their understanding of their world or their attitudes towards
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others just in the schools. This certainly is true with seventeen-year-

olds and adults. Therefore, national assessment can tell us what are the

levels of understandings, skills, attitudes, etc. of various segments of

our population, but it cannot tell us that these levels are entirely the

results of good or poor schooling. Perhaps educators can agree to the

need for assessment, but our challenge is what we do with the results if

we accept them. Of course, from the investigation of Task II, some adjust-

ments will need to be made in many of the exercises to afford educators

with information beneficial as input to their decision-making regarding

what schools need to do to enable individuals to become truly effective

persons, citizens of this and the next century.
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APPENDIX A

Specific Items Considered Not Valid

and/or Not Exemplary

Exercise Area: SSR

Not Valid

10 A (101020)

1 A (101022)

3 A (Obi. II A)

22 A (203002)

15 (OW. II D)

6 A (obi. II D)

4 (402008)

15 A, D (403001)

4 (403011)

13 (Obj. II E)

13 (404006)

23 (404012)

15 (405006)

le (405011)

20 (405040)

16 (406006)

13. (406009)

4 (427001)

Not Exemplary

1 A (101022)

3A

22 A (203002)

6A

4 (402008)

15 A, D (403001)

4 (403011)

13 (404006)

23 (404012)

15 (405006)

20 (405040)

Appropriate for
knowledge objective

11 (406009)

4 (427001)
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Specific Items Considered Not Valid

and Not,Exemplary

Exercise Area: SSU

Not Valid

6 (403005)

10 (403026)

2 (403002)

24 (404013)

16 (404015)

10 As B

2 (405010)

7 A, B (405012)

Not FZcemplaz

6 (403005)

10 (403026)

Good for different
objective

24 (404013)

16 (404015)

10 A, B

2 (405010)

Good for another
objective

3 (405007) 3 (405007)

10 (405021) 10 (405021)

21

5 (406007) 5 (406007)
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Specific Items Considered Not Valid

and/or Not Exemplary

III

Exercise Area: CR

Not Valid Not Exemplary

17 A, B, 0, D, El F (Obj. 2 A) 17 A, B, 0, D, E, F

13 A- F (Obj. I A) 13 A- F

1 A, B, 0 (Obj. I D) 1 A, B, 0

11 A, B, C (Obj. I D) 11 A, B, C

3 A - D (Obj. I E) 3 A - D

11 (Obj. II B)

19 (Obj. IV B) 19

6 (Obj. IV B) 6

18 (Obj. IV B) 18

2 A E (Obj. IV B) 2 A . E

17 (Obj. IV B) 17

11 (Obj. IV B) 11

3 A - D (obi. IV c) 3 A- D

19 (Obj. IV D) Appropriate for
another objective

1 (Obj. IV E)

5 A, B, C (Obj. IV D) 5 A, B, C

E 12 (Obj. V 0) E 12

E 11 (Obj. V C)

12 (Obj. VI)

8 A, B (Obj. VII A)

Appropriate for
another objective

12
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S ecific Itemsjit Valid

lad/or Not Exemplary

Exercise Area: CR . Continued

Not Valid Not Exemplar/

4 (Obj. VII A)

10 (Obj. VII A)

14 (Obj. VII A) 14

7 (Obj. VII A) 7

16 (Obj. VII A)

16 (Obj. VII F)

11 A, B (Obj. VIII A)

3 A- C (For Adults) (Obj. VIII A) 3 A- C

3 A . B (For Adults) (Obj. VIII A)

3 A . 0 (For 9 -year olds) (Obj. IX A) 3 A- 0

20 A - E (Obj. IX B)

5 A - 0 (Obj. IX B) 5A -C
14 (Obj. IX B)
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Sztcific ItemsCIsidered Not Valid

11aglrlatImmtlaa

Exercise Area: CU

Not Valid Nc6 Exemplary

22 (Obj. I A) 22

3 A . F (Obj. I C) 3 A - F

11 A . D (Obj. I D)

9 A - D (age 13) (Obj. I D)

9 A - D (age 17-Adult) (Obj. I G)

11 A- D

9 A- D

1 (Obj. IV B, mu].. choice format) 1

1 (Obj. IV B, completion format) 1

2 (Obj. IV B, mul. choice format) 2

2 (Obj. IV B, completion format) 2

10 (Obj. IV B) 10

15 (Obj. IV Bp Ages 13, 17, Ad.) 15

15 (Obj. IV, age 9) 15

5 (obi. IV) 5

9 (Obj. IV D)

17 (Obj. IV C) 17

8 (Obj. V B) a

18 (Obj. VII A) 18

9 Al B, C (Obj. VII A)

7 A - D (Obj. IX A)

8 Ap B (Obj. /X A)

14 A - F (Obj. IX B)

16 A - G (Obj. IX B)

8 Al B

14 A 4- F
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APPENDIX B

Biographical Sketch

Francis P. Hunkins, Ph.D.

Dr. Hunkins received his B.S. in Education in 1960 from Salem State

College, Salem, Massachusetts; his M.Ed. in 1963 from Boston University,

Boston, Massachusetts; and his Ph.D. in 1966 from Kent State University,

Kent, Ohio. Since 1966, he has been at the University of Washington where

he is Professor of Education.

Dr. Hunkins' main areas of professional concentration are general cur-

riculum, social studies education, and instructional strategies, with

special emphasis upon questions and questioning strategies. It is within

the area of questions that Professor Hunkins' research interests primarily

lie, and he has conducted research funded by the U.S. Office of Education

dealing with the effects of various types of questions on the thinking and

achievement of students in elementary social studies. Dr. Hunkins also is

active in giving numerous workshops throughout the country to teachers and

prospective teachers dealing with questions and questioning strategies.

He is the author of the fifth grade textbook and teacher's guide,

ASKING ABOUT THE U.S.A. AND ITS NEIGHBORS (American Book Company, 1971);

a college textbook QUESTIONING STRATEGIES AND TECHNIQUES (Allyn and Bacon,

1972), and co-author with Patricia F. Spears of the ASCD monograph, SOCIAL

STUDIES FOR THE EVOLVING INDIVIDUAL (ASCD, 1973): and an author of a chap-

ter dealing with questions in the upcoming 1974 NOSS Yearbook. In add-

tion to this writing, Dr. Hunkins has authored over thirty-five articles
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in the areas of social studies education, general curriculum, and teaching

strategies.

Professor Hunkins is active in The Association for Supervision and

Curriculum Development, the National Council for the Social Studies, and

the American Educational Research Association. He served on the Advisory

Board of Social Education from 1971 to 1973. He has presented numerous

papers on his research on questions and other topics to these organiza-

tions, most recently conducting an action lab at the ASCD national conven-

tion in 1973.

In addition to giving workshops on questions, Dr. Hunkins works with

school districts around the country on matters relating to curriculum

development and implementation.
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Biographical Sketch

Thresa E. Gieger

VIII

Ms. Thresa Gieger received her B.A. from Arizona State University,

Tempe, Arizona, in 1960; her M.A. from Arizona State University in 1964;

and is currently working on her Ph.D. at the University of Washington,

Seattle, Washington. In addition to her graduate work she is an instruc-

tional specialist in the Portland, Oregon Public Schools.

Ms. Gieger has been active in providing consultant services to school

systems outside her own, and she has taught graduate classes in general

curriculum and instruction and has given numerous speeches and presenta-

tions to groups of teachers. In the summer of 1972, she received a U.S.

Office of Education grant for a three-month resident study of the Yugoslav

Educational System.

Ms. Gieger is active in NOSS and has served on committees and has

been a participant in state and national conventions. She also has con-

tributed to a volume on Yugoslav education to be published in the near

future.
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Biographical Sketch

Jack S. Thompson

IX

Mr. Jack S. Thompson received his B.A. in 1959 from Western Washing-

ton State College, Bellingham, Washington; and in 1962 received his M.A.

from Stanford University, Stanford, California, with a major in Social

Studies Education. Currently, he is the Social Studies Coordinator for

the Renton School District, Renton, Washington.

As part of his responsibilities as social studies coordinator, he has

assisted in the development of numerous social studies materials and has

been involved in program evaluation. He has conducted various inservice

programs dealing with improving teachers' instruction as well as being

involved in intern and student teacher programs.

Professionally, Mr. Thompson is a member of the Washington State

Council of Social Studies Coordinators and is the president for the 1973-74

term. He also is a member of the Puget Sound Council for Social Studies

and a member of the National Education Association.
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PlamatttealattAi

Arthur E. Ware

Mr. Arthur Ware received his B.A. in 1963 from Whitworth College,

Spokane, Washington; his M.A. from Trenton State College, in Trenton,

New Jersey; his M.Div. from Princeton, Princeton, Newilersey in 1963;

and is currently a Ph.D. Candidate in the Department of Curriculum and

Instruction at the University of Washington, Seattle, Washington. Along

with his studies, Mr. Ware is the social studies coordinator in the Bellevue

Public Schools, Bellevue, Washington.

His professional concentrations in social studies education and cur-

riculum have involved him in coordinating the development of a K-9 social

studies program for his school district. He also has trained administrators

in Bellevue in Flanders Interaction Analysis.

Additionally, he is active in the National Council of Social Studies

and has made presentations at the 1971 and 1972 national conventions. He

also has served as a consultant in social studies for teachers and admin-

istrators in various school districts in the Northwest as well as British

Columbia and Alberta. In June, 1973 he assisted in training administrators

in the new social studies programs for the National Science Foundation at

Stanford.


